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CARIBBEAN POLICY

can say about this is that it is further 
proof of the moribund natureof U.S. im
perialism—a “new policy” to these 
fossiled relics is the Monroe Doctrine of 
1823.

Bringing the proprietary interests of the 
U.S. ruling class to the forefront, Reagan 
used the concept “our hemisphere” vs. 
“outsiders” to a degree unsurpassed. The 
shameless hypocrisy of the message was 
laid out in naked imperialist rantings: 
“We are all Americans,” “Our con
tinents and our islands boast vast reser
voirs of food and raw materials.” And on 
the other hand: “A new kind of colonial
ism. . .brutal and totalitarian,” “not of 
our hemisphere,” “part of a larger impe
rialistic plan,” threatening our land: No 
Hollywood movie ever brought out more

■■■■■■Mi
Nearly a year ago, U.S. officials first 

began making noises about a Caribbean 
Basin Initiative—a “new policy” for 
Central America and the other countries 
of the Caribbean area. For the past week, 
Ronald Reagan has been deflecting all 
questions about El Salvador with the pro
mise that he would have something new 
to say when he announced the initiative. 
Then, on Feb. 24, the glorious day finally 
arrived: a speech by Reagan before the 
Organization of American States (OAS) 
in Washington, D.C. The least that one

Under the guise of surveying the voca
tional aptitude of draft-age youth, the 
Pentagon last week unleashed yet 
another salvo in the escalating wave of at
tacks directed at Black and Latino peo
ple. Supposedly the new study, entitled 
“Profile of American Youth,” was in
tended to demonstrate that the all
volunteer army had not affected the 
“quality” of youth being tricked, cajoled 
and economically (or directly) forced into 
the imperialist armed forces. Yet its fin
dings had precious little to do with the 
real, or hoped for, ability of such youth 
to act out their role as cannonfodder. The 
new study concentrated instead on 
blatantly racist attacks, announcing that 
whiles scored three times as high as 
Blacks in the "unbiased” testing of 
12,000 youths. Supplementary material 
distributed with this report openly raised 
the foul and bogus theory of genetic in
feriority of Black people, and the whole 
ugly undertaking quickly unfolded into 
its real purpose—the unleashing and re
invigoration of openly reactionary ideas 
and social forces in this time of growing 
crisis.

vividly the image of a gangster battling 
for turf with his rival than this speech.

But for the U.S., getting many of those 
under its “protection” to recognize the 
stakes here has not been so easy. This 
problem applies broadly throughout its 
bloc. Indeed, this is why this speech had 
been delayed a number of times and why 
Secretary of State Haig was widely publi
cized in the media as “fighting” for the 
inclusion of “security concerns” into a 
speech that was supposedly going to deal 
solely with “economic matters.” A mes
sage was needed—and a message has 
been delivered: This is “our turf” and we 
will do whatever is necessary to preserve 
our rights of ownership. There were sops 
to those who might have labored under a 
more narrow outlook. This included the 
geographical equation—“El Salvador is 
nearer to Texas than Texas is to Massa
chusetts”—and the strategic 
aspect—“nearly half of our trade, two- 
thirds of our imported oil and over half 
of our imported strategic minerals pass 
through the Panama Canal or the Gulf of 
Mexico.” There was reference to those 
both in the U.S. and its allied imperialist 
countries who have opposed U.S. actions 
in El Salvador: “A determined propa
ganda campaign has sought to mislead 
many in Europe, and certainly many in 
the United States, as to the true nature of 
the conflict in El Salvador,” with the 
“true nature” being spelled out as “land 
reform.. .(and) the democratic process” 
vs. “a Marxist-Leninist dictatorship.” 
There was also a blunt call to those bour
geois forces in the region who have histo
rical ties to Western imperialism, but who 
have been increasingly driven into op
position, including into alliances with 
pro-Soviet revisionist forces—such as the 
Sandinista regime in Nicaragua and the 
top leadership of El Salvador’s Democra
tic Revolutionary Front/Farabundo 
Marti National Liberation Front 
(FDR/FMLN): “We seek to exclude no 
one. Some however have turned from 
their American neighbors and their heri
tage. Let them return to the traditions 
and common values of this hemisphere 
and we all will welcome them. The choice 
is theirs." As should by now be clear, the 
whole message was wrapped up in a 
package as blatantly reactionary as one of

Continued on page 6
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“A historic deal”—“wave of the fu
ture.” This is how the U.S. media greeted 
the renegotiated contract agreement be
tween Ford Motor Company and the 
United Auto Workers (UAW), which es
sentially gives some job security pledges 
by the company in exchange for pay con
cessions by the union. The new contract 
cancels ten paid holidays — the equiva
lent of two full weeks of work — defers 
cost-of-living increases, and eliminates 
the 3% annual wage increase which has 
been a part of UAW contracts through
out the post-World War 2 period. In re
turn the company has agreed to a profit- 
sharing plan to take effect when and if 
Ford begins to make a profit again, a 
pledge to pay workers with 15 years 
seniority half their wages until age 62 if 
they’re laid off, and a 2-year moratorium 
on plant closings for reasons other than a 
slump in sales. The new three-year con
tract was quickly endorsed by the UAW 
hierarchy and is expected to be approved 
by the membership before the end of this 
month. The union’s contracts with the 
auto makers had not been due to expire 
until September, but the UAW began se
cret talks with General Motors about a 
year ago about an early renegotiation of 
the contract. Negotiations with GM 
began openly near the beginning of 1982, 
and when these collapsed at the end of 
January, the UAW immediately opened 
talks with Ford at the beginning of Feb
ruary. When the Ford agreement is sign
ed, talks with GM may be reopened.

The new pact has been greeted by the 
press with a barrage of laudatory com
ment, hailing it as not only the key to sav
ing the American auto industry but as the 
wave of the future for union contracts 
and labor-management relations general
ly. ABC’s “Nightline” outdid itself, dig
ging up worker after “typical” worker 
who would praise the pact as opening up 
a “new era of negotiations” and talk 
about how “things had gotten bad be
tween labor and management — now 
they can really talk to each other” and 
that “it’s not a question of who’s gonna 
win and who’s gonna lose, but just the 
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Revolution Magazine

This special Issue of Revolution contains the full text of a 
talk given recently by Bob Avakian, Chairman of the Central 
Committee of the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA. 
Three short excerpts from it were published In the Revolu
tionary Worker newspaper.

Its sections are:
• Further historical perspectives on the first advances In 

seizing and exercising power—proletarian dictator
ship—and embarking on the socialist road;

• More on the proletarian revolution as a world process;
• Leninism as the bridge;
• Some summation of the Marxist-Leninist movement aris

ing in the 1960s and the subjective factor In light of the 
present and developing situation and the conjuncture 
shaping up;

• Some questions related to the line and work of our Party 
and our special Internationalist responsibilities.

"In an overall sense and to close with this, while we have 
to do everything possible toward revolution In the U.S., It's 
not just that that we have to do. And It's not just that our 
greatest contribution to the world struggle Is to make 
revolution in the U.S. Even that's too narrow, though In a 
more limited sense there's truth to It. We have to look at it 
even more broadly, in fact, even seeking to make revolution 
in the U.S., even that has to be done as part of the overall 
goal and with the overall goal in mind, of doing everything 
possible to contribute to and advance the whole struggle 
worldwide toward communism and In particular to make the 
greatest leaps toward that In the conjuncture shaping up."
$2.00, plus 50* postage
RCP Publications, P.O. Box 3486 
Merchandise Mart, Chicago, IL 60654 
Now In Spanish

Recently, Bob Avakian responded to a number of 
questions from a comrade who has been involved inthe 
revolutionary struggle throughout the decades of the 
'60s, ’70s and into the ’80s. The answers elaborate on a 
number of questions raised in the talk, “Conquer the 
World? The International Proletariat Must and Will, " 
just published as a special issue o/Revolution magazine. 
These answers (editedfrom a tape) are being published in 
serial form in the RW. Previous sections ran in RW Nos. 
136-143.

higher level. This doesn’t mean that those people are 
already basically conscious, or a tailist notion that they 
already have the basic understanding that’s required 
and all we have to do is refine it a bit. They themselves 
need to make ruptures and leaps in terms of their con
sciousness and in terms of their activity. But never
theless, it’s not like a line is just in the abstract. It does 
represent most fundamentally the interests of the inter
national proletariat, but it also represents and has to 
find its most solid roots among that section of society 
whose interests are, in fact, most fully in line with the 
fundamental interests of the international proletariat, 
and whose felt aspirations are also more in the direction 
of those internationalist interests. If further leaps aren’t 
made in that direction, and in that sense a “rupturing”, 
then that will react back upon the line of the party. Even 
though the line at any given time is the key link, still 
there is that relationship with the question of social 
base, and that will react back upon the line of the party.

Now the role of revolutionary intellectuals, for exam
ple, among whom I count myself, is ah extremely im
portant role in the revolution, and it’s an economist line 
and philistinism to downgrade in any way the role of 
revolutionary intellectuals in the movement. We have 
to continue to combat those kinds of tendencies. But at 
the same time it is decisive to carry out that line and 
build the base of support for the party, and also to build 
the party itself mainly, not only, but mainly among that 
proletarian social base. Ultimately, either positively or 
negatively, that will react back upon the line of the par
ty. And the question that is up for struggle and will in- 

Continued on page 23

ting it from the other side—I mean that social base which 
has the least basis for being drawn into support for or 
conciliation with the imperialist system, in particular the 
imperialist ruling class of the country itself. There is a 
kind of a race involved there, a “coming from behind” 
process involved there.

Our party did come out of a certain kind of movement 
of the ’60s, which was tremendously important and did 
bring forward a lol of forces. You were telling me earlier 
about an activist from the ’60s now working as a lawyer, 
coming forward and being inspired by the example of 
people still carrying out revolutionary work, and coming 
forward and telling our people, half in whispers, “You 
know, 1 still believe in revolution.” There’s a lot of peo
ple like that and the ’60s did have a lot of lasting effects. 
It produced a lot of people who already are, and many 
more who will be, drawn forward as things sharpen up. 
The ’60s laid a lol of the basis for the future, both in 
terms of the overall consciousness of the masses and in 
terms of the vanguard itself; it was in that period that our 
party had its roots and out of which it developed. This is 
a broader, international phenomenon, too.

So all that’s very important, but still there was a cer
tain character to that social movement of the ’60s in the 
U.S. It was a social movement which corresponded to a 
period (the ’60s and early ’70s) when things didn’t 
sharpen up all the way to a revolutionary situation. And 
the lines (and the organizational expressions) that had 
currency and were largely in command in that period 
were not the kind that were capable of leading the revolu
tionary movement all the way through. (This is dialec
tically, though not mechanically, related to the way 
things did—and didn’t—develop.) Neither were these 
lines and organizations capable of meeting the tests of 
the period of the ’80s and ahead, meaning the tests that 
are going to be placed on the masses and in a concen
trated way on the vanguard,.even if a revolutionary 
situation doesn’t develop in the U.S. In any case there are 
going to be tremendous demands as well as tremendous 
opportunities that are going to confront the masses, and 
in a concentrated way the vanguard forces, interna
tionally, including in an important way in the U.S. So, 
there is a test.

Leaps in the Party Itself
Now I don’t want to introduce this to say we should 

panic, or to say there is something wrong with our par
ty, or to say that it’s only a matter of time, if we don’t 
radically alter this party then it’s going to go down the 
drain. That's not the point at all. The motion is for
ward. Viewing things in terms of their motion through 
contradiction we can actually see that the future is 
bright for the party itself as a part of the heightening 
prospects in the overall situation in the world as a 
whole. I think in the struggle carried forward up to this 
point there has been a strong foundation laid for com
ing from behind in relation to the party itself, for mak
ing further leaps and making a real rupture in terms of 
the party. But that is what’s required—and nothing 
less! When 1 talk about a rupture, I mean our party has 
to do more than just keep going forward along the road 
it is going forward on. It has to make some real 
qualitative leaps. And that involves a certain process of 
rupture with some of the character that it has had up to 
this time. Specifically talking about social base, it 
means that there is a relationship between line and 
social base. That line has to be carried out mainly, not 
only, but mainly among that social base. And the ad
vanced elements mainly, not only, but mainly from 
among that social base have to be brought forward 
toward the party, into the party, trained more inside the 
party and developed into a more solid base of our party. 
Now I don’t mean this in a mechanical way or just 
repeating (with simply a different social base) the 
economist and tailist errors that we made in the past. 
We have to do this precisely by actually training people 
in practice and in theory in an all-around way as 
Marxist-Leninists, and ever more broadly raising the 
political consciousness of the people, especially that 
social base and particularly the advanced.

That revolutionary communist, proletarian interna
tionalist line does represent in the most fundamental 
sense the interests of the international proletariat, but

Another important aspect of the question of the rela
tionship between quality and quantity in party building is 
the relationship between line and social base. This takes 
us back again to the founding congress of our party in 
1975. If you remember, the economist line which 
manifested itself in a number of ways there also 
manifested itself in the question of building the party and 
recruitment and particularly the way the contradiction of 
line and social base was expressed. At that time it was- 
basically said that workers in our party, or even workers 
in the leadership, are the sign of a great victory and great 
advance for the proletariat and our party, in a very 
mechanical, economist kind of way. This congress 
presented the question of line and social base very 
mechanically, and as a matter of fact it had identified the 
wrong social base. That is, it identified the more 
bourgeoisified workers as the ones who should be our 
social base and the ones who ultimately would be deter
mining what kind of line the party would have.

One of the Menshevik ironies is that they haven’t had 
much success in getting that kind of social base to want to 
join their—1 guess they still call it “communist”—for
mation. It’s an ironic contradiction that they are involv
ed in; for historical conditions and reasons owing to the 
different positions of these countries in the world, that 
kind of social base in the U.S., as opposed for example to 
some of these European countries like Italy or France, is 
not interested in being identified with communism in any 
kind of way. Trade unionism, yes, to some degree. But, 
unfortunately for the Mensheviks in the U.S., they don’t 
have the whole historical and present day reality that 
enables them to wrap trade unionism up in a pink diaper 
of so-called communism. So they are really shit-out-of- 
luck (at least for now, with the present conditions).

But, getting back to our situation, despite all the 
distortions, there is still an important question of the 
relationship between line and social base. Line is still 
decisive, and line is particularly the key link that you can 
grasp at any given moment to move this dialectical pro
cess forward, to act correctly upon this dialectical rela
tionship between line and social base. At any given time 
it’s the line that enables you to build the party, and in 
particular to build it among the real proletarian social 
base for the kind of line that our party has been deepen
ing and applying through struggle.

But on the other hand, in another context I presented 
the question this way; it’s also a matter in a certain sense 
of “coming from behind” in terms of the party itself. 
You remember, the talk “Coming From Behind to Make 
Revolution” raised this idea of “coming from behind" 
in a general, overall sense. This means, especially as the 
objective developments themselves accelerate, being able 
to accelerate ourselves to go from where we are to catch 
up with and get to the fore of the situation. This itself will 
not happen in a straight-line way either, but in an overall 
way we have to be able to do that. There is also an ap
plication of that with regard to our party itself. In other 
words, there is a question in a certain way of rupturing 
the party itself, or making a further leap in the party 
itself, and in that sense really rupturing it into the kind of 
vanguard that is going to be necessary for the period 
ahead, especially if there is actually the development of a 
revolutionary situation in the U.S., but even if there is 
not. Even if a revolutionary situation does not fully 
mature or ripen in the U.S., the kind of tests that the pro
letariat and its vanguard are going to be put to in the 
world as a whole, including in a country like the U .S., are 
going to require a vanguard force that really is one. And 
that means not only in line being more and more firmly 
based on Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung Thought, 
but also actually strengthening the party’s political base ____________
among that social base in society that has the greatest in- in terms of its expression inside the U.S., it does repre-
terest in proletarian revolution—that is, in carrying out sent and is a concentration of the interests and to a
that kind of a line. This social base is what we’ve called in significant degree the felt aspirations of asocial base of 
short-hand terms the “real proletariat" in the U.S. Put- people too—a concentration in the sense of raising to a
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U.S. Revenge 
for a

--

On Thursday, February 18, D.C. 
Superior Court Judge, Fred Ugast 
sentenced two Black men, Ali Abdul 
Mani and Ahmed Abdul Rouf (Horace 
Butler) to 6-1/2 to 25 years and 9 to 35 
years in jail respectively. Ali and Ahmed 
were thrown into jail charged with being 
accessories in the July, 1980assassination 
of Ali Akbar Tabatabai, a reactionary, 
pro-American, Iranian exile leader. 
Perched behind a semi-circle of bullet 
proof glass in a courtroom packed with 
U.S. Marshalls and FBI agents and pro
tected by very elaborate security 
measures, Ugast accused the two of 
“silencing a courageous voice for 
freedom.” This “courageous voice,” the 
deceased Mr. Tabatabai, was none other 
than the former press attache for the 
Shah’s government; he‘headed up the 
“Iran Freedom Foundation,” establish
ed in Washington, D.C. as a so-called 
“democratic alternative” to the Shah in 
order to rally pro-Shah forces and the 
followers of ex-Prime Minister Bakhtiar 
for a comeback. The shooting of 
Tabatabai in Washington, D.C., a week 
before a long-planned rally by the “Iran 
Freedom Foundation,” was an unfor
tunate bit of timing for the U.S. im
perialists. A political example would have 
to be made. At the sentencing Judge 
Ugast underlined this point by stating 
that his sentences were designed to 
"signal the community and the interna
tional community that such conduct 
would not be tolerated.” And in what 
was perhaps the only hint of truth in a 
blatantly outrageous political, frame-up, 
Ugast made it clear that the case against 
Ali and Ahmed went way beyond the sim
ple question of their guilt and innocence. 
Indeed, it appears that what Ali and 
Ahmed were tried and sentenced for is be
ing associated with support for the Iran
ian revolution.

Ahmed was associated wilh a group of 
Black revolutionary-minded Muslims 
who attended the Islamic Center mosque 
in D.C. and who had come under increas
ing government attack for their support 
of the Iranian revolution and their anti- 
American political activity in general. At 
the time of the embassy seizure in Iran, 
this was a focus of much struggle at the 
mosque, whose board of directors in
cludes bigshots from the embassy of 
Saudi Arabia and other reactionary Arab 
regimes, and it was well known that 
Ahmed and others in this group sup
ported the embassy takeover. Ali 
associated with this group mainly because
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he also attended the mosque.
Following the assassination of 

Tabatabai, the attacks against the Black 
Muslims were intensified on the ground 
that Daoud Salahuddin, the man the 
government claims killed Tabatabai, was 
also associated with this group. At one 
point, a D.C. SWAT team actually raid
ed the mosque, claiming that it had just 
come to their attention that Vice Presi
dent Bush’s residence was visible from 
one of the mosque’s towers. Numerous 
individual members of the group are cur
rently facing criminal charges, and others 
have been ordered by the court to stay 
away from the mosque altogether.

The case against Ali and Ahmed was a 
sham from the beginning, but a very 
pointed political sham at that. Ahmed 
was originally arrested in July of 1980 im
mediately following Tabatabai’s 
assassination. The charges against him 
were dropped twice because of lack of 
evidence, and each time he was quickly 
re-arrested and recharged in a different 
jurisdiction, eventually ending up in D.C. 
for “select” prosecution. For more than 
a year Ahmed was kept in jail under pro
hibitively high bail, first $100,000 and 
later $50,000; and for seven months of 
that time, there were no formal charges 
pending against him at all. Ahmed spent 
a year in jail until his indictment in Julyof 
1981. At that point his family managed to 
raise the $50,000 bail by pulling together 
$45,000 in property deeds and'raising 
$5000 in cash. The government im
mediately branded the cash “tainted” 
since some of it had been raised by pass
ing a collection plate at Ahmed's mos
que. As a result, one week later the $5000 
was confiscated by the court and Ahmed 
was immediately re-arrested and placed 
under $100,000 bail in order to ensure 
that he would remain in prison until his 
trial.

Ali was not arrested until one year after 
the assassination. Just prior to his arrest, 
he had been “interviewed” several times 
by FBI agents and had testified before a 
grand jury. Despite this, the government 
televised a $1000 reward for “informa
tion as to his whereabouts.” At the 
arraignment following his arrest, the pro
secutor declared that Ali “had a history 
of fugitivity” despite the fact that in his 
entire life he had never once even been ar
rested. While the prosecutor asked for 
$25,000 in bail, the judge decided to place 
Ali under $100,000 bail—prohibitively 
high in order to make sure that he also 
stayed in jail. Despite the high bail.
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wasn’t going to do the job. Not only did 
Ugast refuse to appoint another attorney, 
but he even refused to allow Ali to get a 
supplemental attorney. For his part, 
Ahmed’s court-appointed attorney not 
only didn’t present any defense for his 
client, but he announced two days 
before the conclusion of the trial that he 
just didn’t understand the conspiracy 
laws—the main charge against Ahmed 
and Ali.

But the real gem in the frame-up is to 
be found in the government’s presenta
tion of its “case.” Relying on the con
spiracy theory to justify its legal 
maneuvers, the government hinged its en
tire case on the testimony of Al Hunter. 
As it turns out, Hunter is an admitted six
time armed bankrobber, an arsonist, a 
perjurer and a supposedly self-admitted 
participant in the Tabatabai killing. In 
addition, Hunter had also written 
numerous letters to the government ask
ing to become an undercover agent “in 
order to infiltrate the Islamic 
community.” Apparently Hunter had 
just been given a very stiff sentence on an 
armed robbery conviction when he 
became full of remorse and notified the 
government that he “had a story to tell 
them. In exchange for “immunity,” 
Hunter spun a story that he had robbed 
banks to finance the “Islamic cause” and 
that the assassination of Tabatabai was 
yet another act in furtherance of that 
cause. In total. Hunter’s testimony 
amounted to recalling his own supposed 
role in the assassination (he claims to 
have driven the getaway car) and to slimy 
innuendos attempting to implicate Ahm
ed and Ali in the assassination. In
terestingly though. Hunter claimed that 
he had never heard of Ali by name nor 
had he ever seen him. In addition to 
Hunter’s testimony and the testi
mony of one other “admitted partici
pant” who was also granted immunity, 
the government relied on the testimony of 
a number of FBI agents and .the periodic 
flashing of large color blow-ups of the 
bullet-riddled corpse of Tabatabai before 
the jury in order to make its “case.”

In order to make it absolutely clear that 
there was more involved in the Tabatabai 
murder trial than simply murder, the 
sham perpetrated in the courtroom was 
supplemented by an open political attack 
in the pages of the Washington Post just 
prior to and during the course of the trial. 
According to the Post, Ali and Ahmed 
were associated with something called the 
“Islamic Guerrillas of America”—an 
organization supposedly dedicated to the 
overthrow of the U.S. government and to 
the elimination of all opposition to the 
Khomeini regime in Iran. This obviously 
police-created mythical organization was 
designed to facilitate getting across the 
main point of the trial. Periodically 
throughout the trial, the Post would 
resurrect the Islamic Guerrillas of 
America fantasy to drive home the point. 
Once they even claimed that there was a 
whole network of Islamic cab drivers run
ning guns for the “Islamic Guerrillas of 
America” from Virginia into D.C. Even 
Jack Anderson got into the act—in one 
column he attempted to claim that Hin
ckley, the man who attempted to 
assassinate Reagan last year, was closely 
tied in to the same organization—the 
Islamic Guerrillas of America.

Following a brief trial, Ali and Ahmed 
were acquitted on the major charge of 
conspiracy. However, both were con
victed on the “accessory after the fact” 
charge and on the other lesser charges 
against them, and at the present time 
both are demanding a new trial.

Having obtained their “criminal con
viction,” the ruling class utilized the 
sentencing session to make sure that the 
full political content of their attack was 
very clearly understood. To make this 
point, the prosecutor, in arguing for a 
heavy sentence against Ahmed, declared 
that the court must take into account the 
act that Ahmed was “leading a double 
' , uP°n one hand you have Horace 
Butler the cabinetmaker, but on the other 
and you have Ahmed the revolutionary 

terrorist... Behind his sealed lips are the 
names of many others.... This is a man 
committed to the revolutionary cause and 
terrorism, and society should not 
countenance the Ahmeds of this world." 

ess dramatically, the ruling class was 
making it clear that the “intolerable con- 

uct referred to by Judge Ugast was in 
act nothing other than revolutionary 

political activity. O

ft'" ft.
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numerous friends and 
managed to raise the amount 
Of course, raising the bail was on y 
of the ball game, since Judge U8as f 
insisted on personally questioning all of 
those involved in raising the money. In 
terestingly enough, the
ed focused on the ties between Ah s 
friends and Iran or any other foreign 
country or group. One of All s friends 
who had attempted to get iny°l''ed 
raising the bail money was told by the 
court-appointed “defense” attorneys to 
stay out of it, since the judge would o 
viously question his ties to communists. 
When it became evident that there was no 
“legal” way to prevent the posting of 
Ali’s bail, Ugast simply disappeared for 
three weeks — making himselt 
unavailable for the necessary bail ar
rangements. Finally, one week before the 
trial began Ugast reluctantly released AH 
on bail, although he also imposed very 
restrictive conditions, including making 
sure that it was necessary for Ali to ap
pear in court every day for one reason or 
another.

When the trial began, the government’s 
machinations really began to hang out all 
over the place. The trial itself was con
ducted behind a bullet-proof shield of 
D.C. ’s top security courtroom—to create 
the proper atmosphere for the jury. The 
main charges against Ali and Ahmed were 
conspiracy to commit murder and acces
sory after the fact to murder. In addition, 
Ali faced lesser charges of perjury, and 
Ahmed faced grand larceny and unau
thorized use of a government vehicle. The 
government had introduced the conspira
cy charges in order to be able to introduce 
wide-ranging, vague and at best dubious 
evidence during the course of the trial. 
Since the government had absolutely no 
hard evidence implicating either Ali or 
Ahmed in the assassination, the con
spiracy charges were necessary in order to 
patch up the gaping holes in their “case.” 
Whenever something couldn’t be ex
plained, the government simply pointed 
to the “conspiracy” and unindicted co
conspirators. No gun was ever found—a 
co-conspirator had gotten rid of it. No 
fingerprints were ever found on the car 
that Ali was supposed to have lent to 
Salahuddin—a conspirator had wiped it 
clean. (Actually the entire basis for the 
charges against Ali rested on the govern
ment’s contention that he had lent his 
rented car to Salahuddin for his getaway. 
In actual fact, Ali’s car was stolen from in 
front of the restaurant where his wife 
worked, and despite the fact that he had 
immediately filed a stolen car report with 
the D.C. police, the government simply 
pretends that he lied to a grand jury when 
he denied lending the car to Salahuddin 
and being reimbursed for it. Interesting
ly enough, although Ali was convicted of 
perjury, no one was ever brought for
ward to contradict his statements about 
his car being stolen and not lent.)

The frame-up of Ali and Ahmed was a 
finely calculated move on every level. Ac
cording to a Washington Post report, a 
top-level meeting at the CIA head
quarters had determined that the CIA 
itself had been involved in “investigating 
the case.” The Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Act was invoked during the 
course of the trial in order to suppress any 
information about the government spy
ing involved in bringing about the frame- 
up. Even the court-appointed “defense” 
attorneys seemed to be playing the 
government’s game. Literally no defense 
at all was ever presented during the course 
of the trial. The specific cha^ s against 
the defendants were never spoken to at all 
by the defense attorneys; there was no 
challenge to the government’s case and 
consequently the jury heard only the 
government’s accusations. Ali’s attorney 
had decided that the only “defense” he 
would present was to call up a string of 
character witnesses testifying to Ali 

having a reputation for peacefulness in 
the community.” When the judge cut off 
this hne of “defense,” the defense a - 
torney announced that he wanted to 
quickly “rest” the defense case 
ndTredby.,Ali,ocallonc witness 

..nd to use the opportunity to introduce 
documents attesting to his innocence 
Ah s attorney then made a half-hearted 
attempt to question the witness and total 
evident, declaring U«t \?linakS

<« hl, 
already obvtous that his current lawyer

1L
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9O.K., I’M A WARRIOR

Belfast, Northern Ireland, providing security at a Sinn Fein march

Tehran, Iran, demonstration for equal rights, 1979 Freiburg, West Germany, Anti-nuke demonstration

Eritrea, Freedom fighters

my momma raised hers. So, 1 didn’t 
know how to do it, because 1 didn’t have 
no money, but there at my high school 
graduation was the navy recruiter. And 
that navy recruiter told me that all you 
have to do is join the military for three 
years, and I will give you a trade, I will 
teach you how to beat the chains that you 
have on; that we have equal opportunity 
in the military for women; that we have 
expanded the jobs that women can do in 
the military. And I said, “All right, this is 
what I need. This is what’s going to make 
the change. ” So I thought I was letting go 
of the oppression that I had seen in my 
life, being a working class white.

1 went into the military. 1 was trained in 
medicine. When I went into the military, 
1 started to get an understanding of what 
the military is all about. The military is 
just an extreme expression of what imper
ialism is all about, it takes the factors of 
imperialism to their finest level.

I was trained in highly technical skills, 
working in an intensive care unit, a cor
onary care unit, and saw a lot of stuff that 
went on. In 1972 1 was stationed at Camp 
Pendleton Marine Corps base in Califor
nia. One of the things I saw there was a 
brain surgeon who was well known for 
the studies he had done on the ability to 
go through surgery to heal the brain. But 
what I saw was the people he was working 
on. What he wanted to do was to perfect a 
thing called the Jackson Shunt. His name 
was Dr. Jackson. The only thing 1 ever 
called him was Sir, so 1 don’t know his 
first name. But he was in Camp 
Pendleton in 1972. So 1 saw what happen
ed with that Shunt.

One order you cannot refuse in the 
military is a medical command. They 
have this setup so that if you’re a general. 

Continued on page 20

This week, as March 8, International 
Women's Day is approaching, we are 
reprinting the testimony given to the 
Mass Proletarian War Crimes Tribunal 
against U.S. imperialism in the Chicago 
hearings, by a woman who did seven 
years in the military and who is now a 
member of the 11 th Hour Battalion in 
Oakland, California.

I’ve come here today to talk about the 
story of how I’ve seen imperialism in the 
United States of America. Now I got it 
real clearly when 1 was a kid and watched 
my mother raise 7 kids in a working class 
neighborhood that what her life about 
was raising Christian soldiers, and that’s 
what she did. She spent her time chained 
in a house, where I would not see her 
leave that house for 3 months at a time, 
because my father was out working trying 
to find some money to feed these kids, 
and he couldn’t deal with the stress that 
goes with these things so he’d go out at 
night and drink and he wouldn’t come 
home, so my momma had to stay. And 
when that happened, I started to realize, 
’’Damn, women are oppressed!” And 
the thing that I got was that 1 was going to 
get out of this situation.

My momma kept telling me, “What 
you’ve gotta do is find someone who can 
take care of you.” Somehow that was not 
the line that I’d follow. I thought that 
what I needed to do was to get out of Lor
raine, Ohio, that if I stayed in Lorraine, 
Ohio, I was going to be subjected to the 
same kind of things that my momma was. 
So what 1 did was I went to high school, 
and thought what 1 really needed to do is 
get a skill. If I had a trade and I had a 
skill, I’m going to beat these chains, and 
I'm going to get up and out, and not have 
to suffer and raise my children the way

mJ;
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Ronald Reagan

Alexander Haig

Haig and Reagan on

Panama: U.S. soldiers protect U.S. "values and principles" by keeping Panama
nians and the Panamanian Hag they’re carrying out of the Canal Zone in a 1959 
demonstration against U.S. control.

Guatemala: U.S.-supplied A-37B counter-insurgency planes flying 
the skies of unfriendly Latin America.
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. there are external forces seeking to 
exploit human misery for external 
objectives.”

Nicaragua: The 
"proud heritage" 
— U.S. soldiers 
pose with severed 
heads of Nicara
guan rebels dur
ing one of several 
U.S. Invasions in 
the 1920's and 
'30s.

CARIBBEAN
Continued from page I
Reagan’s cowboy campaign speeches 
when he was running for president—with 
the words “sea to shining sea" replaced 
by the expanded “pole to pole of what we 
proudly call the New World.”

Staving Off Economic Collapse
What happened to the “economic 

plan" amid all this? It very nearly got lost 
in the shuffle—which is just as well since 
it will hardly make a dent in the U.S.’ 
severe difficulties in the region. The 
“centerpiece" was supposed to be a one
way free trade provision for goods com
ing to the U.S. from the region, but 87% 
of such goods are already duty-free; only 
imperialist-dominated industrial expan
sion could make use of this provision, 
and such expansion is not about to occur 
in this period of economic crisis in the

U.S. bloc. The same goes for the vaunted 
tax-break for U .S. companies investing in 
the region. In fact, the real “centerpiece” 
of the Caribbean Basin Initiative is a huge 
emergency jump in U.S. economic and 
military “aid” to the region, which if it is 
approved by Congress, would bring the 
region’s total to SI.01 billion, putting it 
third behind Israel and Egypt as reci
pients of imperial largesse—with the ma
jor part of both forms going to El Salva
dor. Nevertheless, given the slate of the 
economies in the region, this is not even a 
drop in the bucket; Costa Rica’s public 
debt is $2.7 billion alone and its reserves 
are less than 1/2 billion, while El Salva
dor has suffered capital flight equal to $2 
billion in the past couple of years.

As to whatever possible attraction such 
promised sums might hold for the 
recalcitrant bourgeois forces, Reagan has 
made it crystal clear what will be expected 
of them. He specifically upheld as

“models” the direct colonies of Puerto 
Rico and the U.S.’ Virgin Islands and 
praised the “positive” example of 
Jamaica, where a U.S. “destabilization” 
campaign installed the slavish lackey, Ed
ward Seaga (also known as CIA-ga), last 
year. Not surprisingly, the “economic 
plan” is expected to triple the amount of 
U.S. military aid to Jamaica.

The quick fix that Reagan announced 
for the Caribbean Basin will mainly help 
prevent the absolute collapse of some 
economics. And, this is all very much 
related to the military necessities facing 
the U.S. in the area. Reagan issued 
serious warnings of the use of U.S. 
“military components “We will do 
whatever is prudent and necessary to en
sure the peace and security of the Carib
bean area." Reagan also specifically 
alluded to the Rio Treaty of 1947, which 
established "reciprocal defense respon
sibilities" for the countries of the region;

Mexico: Seeking to wrest Mexico from "external forces" at that time—Spain 
and France—and especially to crush the Mexican people's struggle, U.S. 
troops seize Veracruz in 1914.

‘‘In the Caribbean, we above all seek to 
protect those values and principles that 
shape the proud heritage of this 
hemisphere. ”

Chile: U.S. didn’t bother with the Rio 
Treaty for this one. Soldiers sweep 
the streets, arresting 200,000 and 
murdering 30,000, In U.S.-bought and 
paid-for, and supervised coup In 
September 1973.

that is, if any government is threatened 
with imminent demise, it is the “respon
sibility” of the others to jointly come to 
its aid. This treaty was invoked to justify 
the sending of U.S. Marines into Santo 
Domingo in the Dominican Republic in 
1965—a vivid example of U.S. defense of 
the “sovereign and independent states” 
of the Western hemisphere.

Stepped-Up Military Activity

The fact that Reagan brought up this 
treaty as a specific reference to a possible 
course of action in El Salvador was lost 
on no one. But what he neglected to men
tion in the speech is that there has already 
been a significant increase in U.S. (and 
allied) military activity in the region.

Joint U.S.-Canadian naval exercises 
are currently underway in the Gulf of 
Mexico, and they are to be immediately 

Continued on page P

isuniuii^cui nupuuiiu. unuer me terms of the 
Rio Treaty, U.S. "peacekeeping forces" in
vade the Dominican Republic in 1965. On 
May 1st, mass armed revolts against the in
vaders broke out in the streets of Santo 
Domingo.
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Original Version Changed Version

■QUALIFICATIONS TO "REDUCE DOGMATISM”

According to the evolutionary view, these species were ancestors.Scientists believe that these species were ancestors...

Modern animals are descendants. .. Modern animals that seem to be direct descendants.

Some fish began to change. Some fish began to change, although we don't know why.

Evidence that is often interpreted to mean...The evidence that shows how...

CHANGES TO AVOID EVOLUTIONARY ASSUMPTIONS

Source: Scientific American, April 1976.

Scientists believe life may have begun from amino acids or 
viruses, neither of which is usually considered living. Scientists 
believe life may have been transported from another planet.

Science is the total knowledge of facts and principles that govern 
our lives, the world, and everything in it, and the universe of which 
the world is just a part.

Some of the changes in passages in high school biology 
textbooks that were accepted by the California Board of 
Education, between 1973 and 1976, are compared with the 
original passages. The changes were intended to reduce

Evolution is a central explanatory hypothesis in the biological 
sciences. Therefore, students need some knowledge of its 
assumptions and basis concepts.

Many scientists believe that the universe had a beginning similar 
to that of a snow fort. They believe that the stars and the galaxies 
of the entire universe in the beginning were in the form of very 
small scattered particles.

T
CHANGES IN DEFINITIONS

Arkansas Court
Opposes Creationism,

Upholds God

Evolution is a central explanatory hypothesis in the biological 
sciences. Students who have taken a biology course without learn
ing about evolution probably have not been adequately or honestly 
educated.

Science, by definition, cannot say anything about where the first 
matter and energy of which our universe is made came from. That 
is because there cannot be any science without matter and energy 
to deal with. When scientists speak of the beginning of the 
universe, therefore they mean the first interactions of matter and 
energy. Many scientists believe that these first interactions were 
like those in making a snow fort...

Science is one way of discovering and interpreting the facts and 
principles that govern our lives, the world and everything in it, and 
the universe of which the world is just a part. The scientific way 
limits itself to natural causes and to descriptions that can be con
tradicted, at least in principle, by experimental investigation.

wisdom and deep insight!! Imagine — he 
was actually able to discern that the story 
of “six days and the flood” was religion. 
Where would we be without judges to de
cide these tricky matters? Overton, of 
course, cleverly didn’t say anything about 
teaching the creation myth as part of a 
curriculum on “The Bible as Literature” 
or in a course on the “History of Western 
Civilization.” Excuse us for looking for 
loopholes — surely no godfearing crea
tionist would do such a thing!

But there is more to Overton’s decision 
which makes it not only not a victory for 
evolution but a definite attack on the pro
pagation of an overall scientific world 
outlook.

The judge has discovered a new “legal 
limit” to how not only the teaching of 
evolution, but evolution theory itself, can 
proceed. He criticizes what he calls the 
“contrived dualism” of the fundamen
talists according to which one is faced 
with the unpalatable choice between 
either “six days and the flood” or 
atheism, saying:

“The emphasis on origins as an aspect 
of the theory of evolution is peculiar to 
creationist literature. Although the sub
ject of origins of life is within the pro
vince of biology, the scientific communi
ty does not consider origins of life a part 
of evolutionary theory. The theory of 
evolution assumes the existence of life 
and is directed to an explanation of how 
life evolved. Evolution does not presup
pose the absence of a creator or God ...” 
Further, speaking perhaps on behalf of 
the many religious organizations which 
were joint plaintiffs with the ACLU in. 
bringing the suit against the Arkansas 
act, Overton noted: “The idea that belief 
in a creator and acceptance of the scienti
fic theory of evolution are mutually ex
clusive is a false premise and offensive to 
the religious views of many .... many 
working scientists who (subscribe) to the 
theory of evolution are devoutly reli
gious.”

The thrust is clear: evolution is about 
fruit flies, London moths, and, perhaps,

Paleontologists have been able to date the geological history of 
North America.

Paleontologists have assembled a tentative outline of the 
geological history of North America.

“scientific dogmatism" and to eliminate "evolutionary 
assumptions."

Scientists do not know how life began on earth. Some suggest 
that life began from non-living material. Others suggest that life 
may have been transported. . .

. O1} January 5, amidst much fanfare, 
the U.S. Court for the Eastern District of 
Arkansas reversed State Act 590, which 
would have required “balanced treat
ment m public school science classes for 
the teaching of the biblical “story of crea- 

and for the teaching of evolution. 
Hailed by some as a major victory in the 
battle against the rampagings of the crea
tionist troglodytes and an important blow 
for science, the decision actually repre
sents nothing of the kind. While in the 
immediate sense it slaps down the crea
tionists’ bid to get a full legal stamp of ap
proval for their crusade for ignorance 
and reaction, it in several ways gives them 
aid and comfort, while not stopping them 
in the slightest from continuing their of- 
fensive against the godless heathens with 
all the more legitimacy and public atten
tion. And more importantly, the Arkan
sas decision is a calculated attempt to pro
mote the reconciliation of science with re
ligion (albeit more liberal religion) and 
establish certain narrow guidelines to 
which those who oppose creationism are 
supposed to limit themselves.

In the first place, even the fact that a 
trial like this one in Arkansas was held 
speaks reams about the reactionary 
nature of U.S. imperialism. Over 100 
years after the discovery of the evolution
ary process was firmly established, and 
long after the basic concepts of evolution 
have become an essential part of the 
scientific understanding of nature, the 
U.S. bourgeoisie, driven by political 
necessity, has set about unleashing its 
bible-toting neanderthals to spearhead a 
movement to attack and call into ques
tion this basic pillar of mankind’s scienti
fic knowledge. Over 100 years since 
Charles Darwin — and courts are serious
ly considering the question of whether the 
creation myth should be taught in 
schools. Judges have decreed that evolu
tion must be taught in a “tentative,” i.e., 
watered-down and half-assed fashion — 
or even not at all. It is becoming increas
ingly respectable, even “scientifically 
correct” in some circles, to “have your 
doubts” about evolution — which, don’t
forget, is “only a theory.” Why, perhaps 
it is even arguable whether the earth is 4.5 
billion years old — or only six thousand! 
And that fitting representative of a class 
of dinosaurs, President Reagan himself, 
captured the spirit of all this when on the 
campaign trail: “Many scientists do not 
consider it (evolution theory) to be as in
fallible as was once believed,” and even 
issued his own brilliant opinion that “if it 
is taught in the schools, then the story of 
creation should also be taught."

During the trial in Arkansas there were 
more than a few ridiculous debates on TV 
around the country featuring creationists 
vs. some hack scientists and set up from 
the beginning to make the creationists 
look good. Typically, these “debates” 
consisted of the creationists launching an 
attack on the basic tenets of evolution 
and, more than that,a straight-up attack 
on the materialist world outlook, while 
the hack scientist would sidestep the ques
tion and babble on about how “creation
ism just isn’t science,” it’s religion, and 
science has no opinion on religious mat- ; 
ters The viewer was frequently left to 
wonder, "If those scientists can’t refute 
religion, maybe the Genesis account ol 
creation is right after all.” All this was a 
tipoff to just what the decision ol Judge 
Overton would be in the Arkansas court
room.

Reconciling Science and Religion
After a whole involved trial with a 

number of distinguished scientists and 
well-known authorities on evolution testi
fying, Judge Overton was able tocome to 
ihe amazingly profound conclusion that

flag-waving fundamentalists parading 
about in full biblical regalia, they seek to 
ban any scientific criticism of religion per 
se as being “dogmatic — as dogmatic as 
the literal-truth-of-the-Bible fundamen
talists themselves.” According to this 
line, science is science, religion is religion, 
each valid within its own bounds. Of 
course, in the context of waging a deter
mined defense of an ideological frame
work that denies the ability of science 
(and upholds that of religion) to address 
the “big and eternal questions,” this 
amounts to a real attack on the scientific 
world outlook and a major promotion of 
religion — all under the cloak of a dualis
tic doctrine of "coexistence.” As Time’s 
science magazine, Discover, noted edito- 

■ rially: “...in opposing the Arkansas 
law, Discover is not attacking religious 
beliefs, as some letters to the editors have 
charged. Indeed, we have a profound re
spect for religion as an important force in 
our lives.”

At the same time, these commentators 
seek to enshrine the legal system as the 
great arbiter in matters of “True Science” 
and “True Religion,” as the only force 
standing above class interests and provin
cial prejudices and in a position to com
bat the “twin extremes of atheism and 
fundamentalism." Matters of scientific 
truth and falsehood and of philosophy 
are to be decided on the scales of justice 
— and who could be opposed to such a 
fair, reasonable and wise proposal?

Promoting the Resurgence 
of Creationism

As mentioned earlier, even the fact that 
the creationists are given a “fair hearing” 
with all the associated fanfare serves 
them by putting them on the map, giving 
them legitimacy, and promoting them as 
an awesome right-wing force to be rec
koned with. Last year the “scientific 
creationists” had effectively won a so- 
called “stalemate” in their last major 
courtroom contest when a California 
judge had ordered the broad dissemina
tion of curriculum guidelines requiring 
that evolutionary theory and the conclu
sions derived from it be presented tenta
tively rather than as established fact. This 
was less than the full goal which the crea
tionists had held going into the trial — 
that of “balanced treatment” for evolu
tion and creationism, as later put forward 
in the Arkansas act. But they did achieve

Continued on page 21

apes; but the evolution of inorganic mo
lecules into life itself is, at best, consi
dered “dubious.” And as for Big Ques
tions like “Where did it all begin — or did 
‘it’ have any beginning?” — now who 
would dare to say that science, much less 
evolutionary theory, has any bearing on 
such matters? Better to leave these ques
tions out of the classroom, within the 
province of sacred “training in the 
home,” or maybe in certain “non-secu- 
lar” public institutions ...

Closely connected with this, Overton 
has achieved a legal precedent of sorts 
with his ruling on what the ‘ ‘essential cha
racteristics” of science, which distinguish 
it from religion, supposedly are. Key 
among these is the notion that science, 
unlike religion, must be “testable against 
the empirical world” and “falsifiable." 
While somewhat vague, this “criterion” 
goes hand in hand with the idea that state
ments about the origins of life, which do 
not lend themselves to direct “experi
mental tests” since there is no way to roll 
the clock back billions of years, cannot 
really have a scientific character. At best, 
they can be advanced as hypotheses, but 
never as established scientific theses. This 
not only serves a juicy plum to the crea
tionists to chew on in future cases (actual
ly they have already begun to do so), but 
more important, is the standard stock-in- 
trade of bourgeois ideological hacks in 
their assaults on an overall scientific 
world outlook and Marxism in particu
lar. Judge Overton did not explore these 
implications of his highly restrictive defi
nition of what science can and cannot do, 
finding it more judicious to leave this 
morsel for future judges, talk shows and 
editorial pages.

And, in fact, the main significance to 
date of the Arkansas court decision has 
been that a number of commentators 
have used its thin veneer of anti-creation
ism as a foil behind which to promote less 
“offensive” and inflexible forms of reli
gion which, they argue, are “consistent 
with science.” Pitching this line to those 
who are appalled and disgusted by the
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Atlanta
Teach-In
Spreads

Anti-War Stirrings

Youthful Beast
Haunts

East
Germany

Luther’s birth, claiming this symbol of 
the German nation as their own.

One of the more significant things be
ing struggled over at this meeting was the 
question of departing from the suf
focating embrace of revisionist ’‘official 
channels”—especially from the official 
“peace movement” that has consisted of 
demonstrations carefully stage-managed 
by the East German regime. While sing-

Soviets have used their revisionist parties 
and other forces in the West to utilize na
tionalism and pacifism to disrupt the 
U.S. bloc, it seems that some of these 
same political themes have been picked 
up by forces in East Germany. The 
mainstream of the anti-war movement on 
both sides of the border is characterized 
by pacifism, German nationalism and il
lusions about the nature of imperialism, 
East and West, especially German impe
rialism. Still the development of a move
ment against war preparations represents 
a potentially serious problem, especially 
as revolutionary elements within it begin 
to emerge, as they have already in West 
Germany. The beast which has reared its 
head in the West, and which the Soviets 
have tried to lead to their own advantage, 
is now beginning to grumble in their own 
bloc. This is tied in with the fact that the 
social movements in Western Europe and 
Eastern Europe are seeping into each 
other. East German youth watch West 
German TV every night. They are well 
aware of each new massivedemonstration 
in the West; the squatters, the punkers 
and other rebel youth in West Germany 
and elsewhere (in fact some East German 
Punk bands are hot in West Germany 
right now); the events in Poland and so 
on.

The East German rulers are displeased, 
to say the least, at the refusal of growing 
numbers of students to take part in 
classes dealing with “national defense” 
and in para-military summer training, 
which are both mandatory in East Ger
many. In addition, in the past six months 
more than 6,000 members of Christian 
youth groups in East Germany have sign
ed petitions demanding a “social peace 
service” as an alternative to the current 
universal conscription. Ironically, the 
same question has become a political hot 
potato in West Germany as well, with so 
many young West Germans — 58,000 — 
taking advantage of the “alternative ser
vice” option in the last year that all the 
major political parties have become em
broiled in debate over how to put an end 
to this situation without provoking more 
drastic forms of anti-war activity.

According to the Feb. 13 London 
Economist, East German State Secretary 
for Church Affairs, Klaus Gysi, speaking 
to a meeting of clergy in East Berlin, ex
plained that, “The state could not con- 
stder such requests (for alternatives to 
military service - AH') al this time 
because it found it hard enough anyway 
to get the troops it needed.” Around the 
?aiPe.1’me’ a reBional party secretary 
ashed out at the anti-war movement as 
an enemy of peace, socialism, and of 
he constitution.” Highly irate, he ex

claimed, “Our whole republic is a social 
peace service!”

Clearly the rulers of both Germanys 
snare common woes as they attempt to 
prepare the youth of both blocs to march 
against each other. Who, in the end, will 
t?on againsl whom >s not a settled ques-

ing the praises of “socialism” and the 
Warsaw Pact’s “purely defensive” 
military buildup, these “demonstrations 
for peace” have all been aimed at U.S 
and NATO war preparations; and they 
have often been called to coincide with 
similar actions in Western Europe like 
the demonstration of 50,000 last October 
in Potsdam, East Germany.

But two can play this game. Just as the

Forum in Dresden, East Germany

On Tuesday,'February 23, over 100 
people, mostly students, aliended 
teach-in on the Atlanta Black youth 
murders, held on the campus of the 
Atlanta Jr. College. This event came itwo 
weeks after a similar teach-in in Atlanta 
(major excerpts of which were featured tn 
last week’s R W0. *

Sponsored by the school newspaper 
with the help of the Revolutionary Com
munist Youth Brigade, the teach-in was 
originally meant to be an opportunity tor 
students to hear tapes of the first teach- 
in, but it quickly became apparent that 
much more was called for as enthusiasm 
on the campus grew for an event such as 
this. The date was set back a few days, 
speakers were contacted, and, through 
word of mouth only, news of the teach-in 
spread. One teacher released students in 
all of his classes during the three hour 
period so that they (and he) could attend. 
Michael Langford of the United Youth 
Adult Conference, Onaje Chionesu, a 
citizen of the Republic of New Afrika and 
advisor for the National Black Student 
Association, and Wayne Webb of the 
Revolutionary Communist Party all 
spoke, followed by close to two hours ot 
intense discussion and debate. Atlanta Jr.

College is a predominantly Black campus 
with a large concentration of youth work
ing either to finish high school or get two 
years of college. Many who attended the 
ieach-in were influenced by or worked 
directly with the Black Panther Party as 
teenagers in the ’60s, and the discussion, 
along With delving deeper into the 
significance of events around the Black 
youth murders, went into what are the 
prospects—and strategy-for revolution 
in the period ahead.

In a particularly powerful moment in 
the teach-in, a list of new sponsors from 
the Washington, D.C. and New York 
areas was read. The list included students 
from Howard University, Bronx 
Community College, Queens College, 
members of the Caribbean Club at 
Brooklyn College, and several residents 
of the South Bronx. The list was topped 
off with a mailgram just received that day 
by the teach-in committee from Dr. Don 
Quinn Kelley in New York: “The blood 
of the innocent demand that we continue 
to search for the truth. The truth will in
deed set us free. Onward to our libera
tion.”

Dresden, East Germany. On the weekend 
of February 13, a youthful crowd of 
4,000 took part in a Peace Forum at a 
local church on the anniversary of the 
U.S. and British fire-bombing raids . 
which nearly obliterated the city at the 
end of W W2. According to some reports, 
leaflets had already appeared in Dresden 
calling for demonstrations to demand 
nuclear disarmament in the Eastern bloc 
as well as the West. This meeting, a 
question-and-answer debate involving a 
panel of East German Lutheran church 
leaders, was then organized by the church 
in an attempt to pre-empt this call for 
“unauthorized demonstrations” that 
might takeonanovertlyanti-government 
flavor. Still, after the conference an 
unauthorized anti-war demonstration 
took place in downtown Dresden 
anyway.

There was much thinly-veiled criticism 
of East German defense policy at this 
meeting. Typical were the remarks of a 
clergyman, active in Dresden church 
youth groups, who contrasted the official 
approval of the East German government 
for movements in West Europe against 
NATO nuclear weapons with govern
ment attempts to quash similar 
movements inside East Germany. A 
number of youth protested against at
tempts by the authorities to stop them 
from wearing peace emblems. In recent 
months members of church youth groups 
have started sewing badges on their 
jackets with slogans such as “Make 
Peace Without Weapons” and pictures 
of the statue presented to the UN by the 
Soviet Union showing a blacksmith 
beating a sword into a plowshare—with 
the implication that the Soviet bloc 
should practice what it preaches.

The Dresden meeting took place less 
than a week after the publication in the 
West German press of a paper called the 
“Berlin Appeal,” initiated by Rainer Ep- 
pelmann, a Protestant clergyman from 
East Berlin. This paper, signed by more 
than 200 East Germans to date, and cir
culating in both Germanys, called for the 
dismantling of all nuclear weapons on 
German soil, the withdrawal of foreign 
armies from East and West Germany, 
and the creation of a nuclear-free zone in 
Europe, starting with both Germanys. 
Shortly after this appeal was published 
Eppelmann was arrested by the East Ger
man authorities and jailed for two days. 
An announcement at the Dresden 
meeting that he had been released was ’ 
met with considerable applause. There 
was also loud booing when several church 
leaders said they did not recommend 
signing the Eppelmann paper.

While it is not exactly clear at this time 
just which master this minister is serving, 
this opposition from within the Lutheran 
church in East Germany is signficant. 
The Lutheran church is part of the ruling 
establishment in both East and West Ger
many. Indeed, the East German govern
ment is preparing with great fanfare to 
celebrate the 500th anniversary of Martin
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MI I-DZYNARODOWA

do
AKCJI PIERWSZO-MAJOWEJ

In our February 19 issue, we first published this call to May First action by the 
Revolutionary Communist Party, USA. As we said at the time, it is a call to the pro
letariat and oppressed people from whatever part of the globe who are presently living 
In the U.S. to carry the struggle forward to the maximum this year within the belly of this 
beast as a component part of the worldwide struggle toward the common revolutionary 
goal. Last week, the text appeared in eight languages. This week it appears in five more. 
In addition we are republishing it In Farsi because of an error in the layout last week. We 
ask for help in translating it into more languages. (The call has been reprinted in English 
on p.16 for those who want to help translate it.)

This call is a first draft. We hope many different people and organizations will cir
culate it in different languages, make criticisms of it and collect suggestions for it and 
forward them to us before the end of March so that it can be republished in final 
form—all contributing to even more powerful internationalist actions on May First.

Historia pe/na Jest niepokojacych wybuchdw ktdre rozwijaja sie a potem 

ustaja , tylko po to , aby zndw wzniecid sie jeszcze silniej. Na spodzie 

dzisiejszych wstrzasdw leZy konflikt powaZnych i dosjownie wstrzasajacych 

rozmiardw.

Z jednej strony sijy imperialistyczne dwdch blokdw: bloku kierowanego 

przez Stany Zjednoczone i bloku kierowanego przez Sowiety - przygotowuja 

sie do wojny , stapajac w ruchomym piasku, stworzonym przez ich samych , 

prdbuja utrzymat swoje imperia, jednoczeSnie wygladajac z za weg/a kiedy 

rozpoczat konflikt nuklearny. Zmuszeni pozostawat na tym kierunku swojego 

kursu lunatyczna logika swoich systemdw - te bloki zmuszone sa w dalszym 

ciagu zatruwat "swoje" masy ludzkie ta logika , aby postawid te masy prze- 

ciwko sobie do wzajemnego wybicia sie pod sztandarem "wolnoSci i demokracji" 

(imperialistyczny styl Zachodni) albo pod sztandarem"sprawiedliwoici i wyz- 

wolenia" (imperia 1istyczny styl sowiecki) .

I przeciwko komu ? Jedna sprawa z ktdra sie nigdy nie licza -- to 

to duch rewolucyjny i walka mas ludowych , rozszerzajaca si? jak ogieA

Do Robotnikdw , UciemieZonych i Tych Wszystkich Ktdrzy Maja Odwage 

Walczyd o Lepsze Jutro :

Wojna Swiatowa i Rewolucja  Starcie tych dwdch kierunkdw podkreSla 

nadejicie 1-go Maja , Miedzynarodowego Swi e ta Robotnika . To daje nam 

plat forme i s tawke - do udziaju w akcji rewolucyjnych robotnikdw na cajym 

£wi eci e.

1-y Maj jest Jwietem rewolucyjnym miedzynarodowego proletariatu , klasy 

ludzi , ktdra prawdziwie nie ma nic do stracenia oprdcz kajdandw wia^acych 

ja z ogdlno-Swiatowym systemem nowoczesnego niewolnictwa i zbrodni.Jest 

tylko jedno , prawdziwe znaczenie tego dnia; silna wo la tych wszystkich, 

ktdrzy sa wykorzystywani lub sa niewolnikami, tych wszystkich nowych wzras- 

tajacych si/ niosacych rewolucyjna walks ze spaczonym porzadkiem; posta- 

nowienie do przezwycieZen 1 a barier jezykowych, narodowych i rasowych - 

w celu usuniecia klasowoJci i rdZnic klasowych, wyrugowania uciemieienia 

jednej narodowoici przez druga , dyskryminacj1 kobiet wzgledem meZczyzn - 

do zaZegnania wojen raz na zawsze i do zdarcia kajdandw wszelkiej tradycji . 
iwieto to moZna tylko uczcid w jeden sposdb: w walce i oporze , rozwijajac 

czerwony sztandar pod niebem we wszystkich zakatkach Swiata i walczac jak 

tylko mo2na o rewolucyjna przyszjoid.
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Paria Komunistyczna,USA .Rewolucy j na

Aufruf der Internationalisten zur Ersten Mai Aktion
in Germanen alemAn

Primero de Mayo, 1980, Portland (Oregon): Un estudiante de Turquia en la 
Universidad de Oregon alza pancarta que declara: “jQue Viva el Primero de 
Mayo—Proletaries de Todos los Paises y Naciones Oprimidas Unios! ”

^[o®it sie nie rechnen —
der sich wie ein Feuer ini

1

podziemny od Gdaftska do Salwadoru 1 do obozdw uchodtczych HaitiaAczykdw 
na Florydzfe . Mo2ecie odezut to w okrzykach mjodz1e2y - te same akcenty 
odbijaj? sie na ullcach Anglli jak 1 w g6rach Erytreii - wyzywajaco wska- 
zujace na nagoit cesarza i podwalaja jego imperium . Mo2ec1e to rdwnie2 
zauwa2yt jeszcze raz w oczach, ktdre skrz? si? wizj? wyzwolenia , odbija- 
j?c? si? w ogniach wieczornego horyzontu . Holecie to odezud w biciu sere 
pulsujacych zndw w rytm atakujacych stip i echa rozbijanych ikondw.
Rewolucja - czerwony pjomiefl wybuchajacy wirdd uciemi?2onych naroddw iwiata 
i nawet rozprzestrzeniaj?cy si? w g/dwnej fortecy - w samych krajach impe
rial istycznych - z decydujacym ogniwem, ktdrym jest rola rewolucyjna 
i przewodnictwo klasowo uJwiadomionego pro!etariatu w ka2dym kraju.

To jest apel do s/u2by . Spodziewamy si? , 
nizaeje rozprowadz? t? odezw? w

"byt real 1stami
sa
pojawiaja si? w
otworz? nowe mo:
mist te aspiraeje do tych

May 1st, 1980 Portland, Ore. Student from Turkey at the University of Oregon 
holds sign which reads "Long Live the First of May— Workers and Oppressed 
People of all Countries Unite!"

, raz tarn ,
uwalniai Swiat
wi?c s/oAce 1-go Maja -
-i , rozwijajace si? jak p?ki r62 przez 

, niedoprzezwyci?2enia 2ycie

wizje jednoSci mi?dzynaro- 
poZaczonym wspdlnym dzia/amu, rozci?-

3 imperializm a2 do twierdz 
powie , chotby na dzieh lub dwa , 

kiedy proletariat uwolni
- odepchni?ty na chwil? tylko, 

, jak tylko to jest mo21iwym, 
zabjyinie wsz?dzie

YASASIN
1 MAYISI 
£AFER
I eiNIFINIM 

VC
BfLEN HALOW

2e r62ni ludzie i rd2ne orga- 
wielu rd2nych jezykach , dokonaj? zbioro- 

wej krytyki i dadza swoje sugestie , ktdre przedstawi, nam przed kofteem 
marcs, tak abyimy mogli opublikowat te odezwe w Jej koAcouej formie - 
wszyscy razem dajac swtj wk/ad do jeszcze silniejszej akeji misdzynaro- 
dowej W dniu 1-go Maja . RCP, USA, P.O. Box 3486, Chicago, IL 60654

Niech 
czerwonych sztandarach rewolueji

... iwiadkiem w tych S - w
rewolueyjnej polltyczn,_.ogacb ul1c , „ kaZdym 

osiedlach mieszkaniowy . milfonom ludzi nie tylko
nawet teraz istnieje stale 
umysly I organizujaca sily"

Wiec to jest Odezwa
Niech 1-y Maj b?dzie ------ .fabryk i szkdj 1 rewolucyjnej polityeznej 
nych osiedlach mieszkaniowych , wi?zieniac , 
irodowiskn.i bastionie - akeji, sygna! izujacej 
tutaj , ale na c.Zym Swiecie , 2s naprawde 
rosnaca czetd spo/eczehstwa "przygotowujaca 
rewolucyjne w tym bastionie imperializ 
Hiecej jeszcze , niech 1-y Maj, 1982 odkryje 
ddwki■proletariackiej , czynnej w 
gajacym si? od naroddw uci?mi?2onych prze 
samej stolicy ; niech polityeznie zap. 
i dopomoie utorowat droge dla dni niedalekich 
obszar i obejmie wjadze raz tu 
aby posungd sie zndw naprzdd - 
z kajdandw imperializmu . 
na 
pekniecia twardego betonu 
k/a du umi erajacych .

An die Arbeiter, die Unterdriickten und Alle, die fiir die 
Zukunft zu kampfen wagen:

Weltkrieg und Revolution — der Konflikt zwischen diesen 
beiden Tendenzen kennzeichnet die' Ankunft des Ersten Mai, 
des Tages der Internationalen Arbeiter. Damit steht die 
Biihne und der Einsatz fur die Aktionen revolutionarer Ar
beiter alien Lander.

Eer 1. Mai ist der revolutionare Festtag des internation
alen Proletariats, der Klass die wirklich nur das zu ver- 
lieren hat, was sie in den Ketten der weltweiten Sklaverei ■ 
und des Hordes tiMlt. Dieser Tag hat nur eine echte Bedeut- 
ung : der Wille alien, die ausgebeutet und versklavt sind, 
aller Krafte die das Neue und Aufsteigende verkbrpern, die 
Revolution gegen diese verdrehte Ordnung auszufuhren,- der 
EntschluB vorwarts zu schreiten, alle Sprach-, National- 
und Rassengrenzen zu ubersohreiten; zur Absohaftung alien 
Klassen und Klassenunterschiede, zur Ausldschung der Unter— 
jochung einer Nationalitat durch eine andere, und von Man— 
nern uber Frauen, zur Ausloschung von Kriegen und National- 
staaten selbst, und der Zerschlagung aller Ketten der Tradi
tion. Es gibt nun einen Weg diesen Tag zu feiern : Kampf 
und Rebellion, die Rote Fahne in jeder Ecke der Welt zum 
Himmel zu heben, und uns soweit win konnen in die revolutionare Zukunft vorzukampfen.

, .. ca »real Izmem" , ktdrego granice
. , Rewlzjontzm I re ,istatus qu0„ ... , zn6w

oznaczone przez ramy Imperlia 1zmu tui,towe zwala korony do Sclekdw, 
czasie , kiedy wydarzenla Sw powi„„15my r6w„fe2
211bo5c, dla rewoluejon s dv > J( ?

samych poziomdw ktore p

Starcie » ktdre teraz wzmaga si? pomi?dzy sijami wojny imperialistyeznej 
i rewolucja spojeczn? , b?dzie ku2ni? w ktfirej wykuta b?dzie przysz/oit. 

"1-go Maja, si/y rewolucyjne musz? zrobid du2y post?p w ich przygotowaniach.
Tego dnia , wizja przyszJoJci mu si zajaSniet zal?2ek proletariatu 

. Swiadomy swego mi?dzynarodowego charakteru i jego antagonizmu do wszelkich 
form reakeji i iwiadomoit jego hlstorycznej misji, mog? tylko podbit Swiat. 
Zcalenie wsptlnych akeji robotniczych w rd2nych cz?Jciach twiata musi sta- 
nowczo posun?t si? naprztd - jak powiedziaj Lenin - " nie z punktu widzenia 
mojego kraju ... ale z punktu widzenia mojego udziaju w pracach przygoto- 
wawczych , w propagandzie , i w -rzyspieszeniu Jwiatowej rewolueji prole
tariatu."

A2eby aktywnie i pilnie prowadzit te przygotowania teraz i znaleit 1-go 
Maja dgrog? do przyspieszenia tego procesu , wymaga si? aby odciat umarj? 
r?k? przesz/oici . Rewolucyjne oezy i serca musz? wnie-St si? ponad marny 
poziom posuwania si? na tyjach ka2dej walki jaka si? nadarza , uSwiadamiaj?c 
masy o tym co one ju2 wiedz? i utrzymujac duchowy 1 polityezny zwi?zek 
w ramach swoich naroddw . OszukaAczo prosta, a jednoezednie b/edna arytme- 
tyka wed/ug ktdrej,walki - nawet walki rewolucyjne ludu ka2dego kraju 
"skjadaj? si?" na rewolucj? dwiatow? - musza te2 byt odrzucone - dla rewo- 
lucyjnego rachunku cajkowego Leninizmu . Szczegdlnie w czasie ostrego kryzysu 
ktdry bedzie globalnym w swoich rozmiarach , proletariat musi rdwnie2 miet 
globalny pogl?d’1 podejScie , koordynujac swoje si/y jako oddziajy jednej 
armii . Zdobycze, nawet w jednym lub kilku krajach prowadz? do osjabienia 
cajego zgnijego gmachu przeciwnika i otworzenie jeszcze szerszych mo21iwo£cj 
dwiatowej rewolueji . W tym duchu i w tym kierunku , udwiadomione si/y 
klasy musza konieeznie przet do przodu w celu wspdlnego programu, wspdl- 
nej strategii i wspdlnej organizaeji na skal? dwiatow? - mipdzynarodowego 
rewolucyjnego proletariatu komunistyeznego .

Mo2e to wszystko wydaje si? snem-marzeniem albo wizja . Niech i tak 
b?dzie Nie mniej ni2 wizje - wizje ktdre przebijaja welon codziennotci 
i tego co wydaje si? oczywistym i odsjaniaja prawdziwe, ukryte podjo2e - 
sa potrzebne w dzisiejszej chwili . Czy w roku 1917-ym nie oskar2ano 
Lenina o to , 2e byj marzycielem ? Czy nie by/ nim Mao w roku 1966-ym ? 
A czy ich sny i marzenia nie zmieni/y oblicza dwiata i ludzkodci i pot- 
wierdzi/y bardziej•realnie ni2 apele wyboru "mniejszego z/a", czy aby 

■HBPW1Wai

um sich, 
Auf diesen Kurs’duwh die r--3t?mkrjee.hi“=SiId" 

- sind sie abei^uch 
um sich gegenseit umzubrinf 
ismus) Oder "Gerechtigkeit 
Sowjetimperialismus). 
arennGeiIteSnd1KlmpfUder Malsen6 de^sich"-''1®11-re™lutl?n- 
Untergrund von Gdansk narh Fl slc^ Wle Feuer im
Fliichtlingslagern in Florida ausbreitetZU Man ^^iani?chen den Schreien der Jue-end /Ho tT Man hoI't es inden StraBen England! und den Hu|elnnvonZEritrpaSChal^n 
worsen rrotzend darauf bin daft britrea — siesie bedrohen sein Imperil Kaiser nackt ist und
wieder einmal mit de? Vision d?? AuSen-die
des nachtlichen HimSelm 4 Befreiung m den Feuern schlag der wiede?£ahll es im Herz- 
und zum Echo zerbrechend^'lkn?1151’6^ender Fufie pulsiert 
Flamme, die in den Her??n eine rote
Welt brennt und sich sogar in d2?eJdrti2en Nationen der penialistischen Lande? ?eet a_d®?. HauPtfest“ngen der im- 
der revolutionaren Roll? und~F;ih * entacheidenden Glied 
Proletariats in jedem Land.^ FuhrunS des KlassenbewuBten 

imperialistische^Krieges und^er'^^zi0? dSp Kr§rten des 
aufzieht, wind die Schmi?de sei? 1? d? Rev°lution her- 
wird. Am 1. Mai musseh sich di? 1 dar dle Zukunft gegossen mussen sich die revolutionaren zur Vorbe-

aufflammen
brechen. I  u

and buchstablich^die Erde~erschStternden

Machte von der U.S.A.
beiden auf Krieg vor
selbst geschaftenen Triebsand um 
zusammenzuhalten wahrend sie auf den

immer heftiger wieder
Die Geschichte bewegt sich in ruhelosen Ausbriichen die 

I, sich beruhigen um immer heftiger wieder auszu- 
• !Ld®?-,?!ue?4Voa deute ein Konflikt von

Auf der einen Seite bereiten sich die imperialistischen 
und der Sowjetunion gefiihrten Blocks 

und. schlugen dabei in d.em von ihnen 
~ J ’ um ihre Imperien

dern. Auf diesen Kuns’du?S Sfe V^rSS^fi?i?????ld" 

^^■■s:??h??-:-ioisdzr?nS:L??e Etien 
^res^?iF!:r???ok?:tu?^nf??’^das d- is£?S)e?de?n^?XTgk:A 
Sowjetimperialismus). oireiung (,1m Stil des

Und gegen sie?
Untergrund von Gdansk nach El
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First of May, 1980 in Abadan. Iran.
Primero de Mayo en Abadin, Irin. 1980

des Sterbenden

1 L-D

Dies 
sogar

RCP.USA
Box J486
Chicago, IL 606.54, USA

I
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/Ml? •JM'J' f ■> 1^1) 1^9

RCP.USA P.O. Box 3486 >
Merchandise Mart Chicago, IL 60654
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die sich von den vom Im- 
bis in die Zitadellen

Moge es politisch - wenig- 
— und vorbereiten 

zu fernen Zukunft, 
.1 lie er-

die den Millionen nicht nur bier
, daB es in der Tat Jetzt ein wach- 

welches schon jetzt die "Geister vor- 
organisiert” zur Revolution in

Doch noch mehr : Der 1. Mai 1982 soil den Traum der 
.k«44- 4 enthiillen, die

aufwacht in vereinten Aktionen, die sich von den vom Im-

Bereiche und Bollwerke, d 
sondern auch um die Welt, 
sendes Segment gibt, w ' 
bereitet und die Krafte c-D— 
dieser Bastion des Imperialismus.

7- __________ OU4.4.
Einheit des internetionalen Proletariats aufwacht in vereinten Aktionen, 
perialismus unterdriickten Nationen 
des Kapitals selbst erstrecken. KLe= . 
sten fur ein Oder zwei Tage - andeuten, 
helfen den Weg zu den Tagen in der nicht 
wenn das Proletariat Gebiete befreien und die Macht _
greifen wird, einmal hier, einmal dort; wenn es zuriick- 
gedrangt wind, um umso welter vorwarts zu wogen, und aus1 den verwickelten Ketten des Imperialismus so viel der Welt 
wie mbglich zu befreien. LaBt so die Sonne des 1. Mai 
iiberall auf den Roten Fahnen der Revolution scheinen — 
bliihend wie Rosen, die das Konkrete, unbesiegbare Leben, 
inmitten der Trimmer und des Verfalle des Sterbenden" durchstoBen.

Revolutionary Communist Party, USA
Dies ist ein Entwurf. Win hoffen, daB viele verschiedene 

Personen und Organisationen ihn in verschiedenen Sprachen 
verbreiten, Kritik und Vorschlage dazu sammeln und sie uns 
vor Ende Marz weiterleiten, damit er in Endform veroffent- 
licht werden kann — wobei alles zu noch stSrkeren inter- 
nationalen Aktionen am 1. Mai beitragen kann.

reitung nach vorne werfen.
. An diesem Tag muB eine Vision aufleuchten : der Embryo 

ernes Proletariats, das sich seines internalionalen Chara- 
kters und seines Antagonismus gegeniiber alien Formen der Reaktron bewuBt ist, sowie seiner historischen Mission 
nichtsweniger zu tun als die Welt zu erobern. Indem man 
dem Arberter gemeinsame Aktionen in verschiedenen Teilen 
der Welt einf loBt, nriiB man dazu entschlossen sein, wie Lenin 
es sagte, davon auszugehen, "nicht vom Standpunkt ’mein 
Land’.. .sondern von meinem Anteil in der Vorbereitung, der 
Propaganda, und der Beschleunigung der proletarischen Welt
revolution. "

Um solch Vorbereitungen jetzt tatkraftig und schleunigst 
auszufiihren und am 1. Mai Wege zu finden diesen Prozess 
besonders Vorwarts zu treiben, verlangt.einen Bruch mit dem 
toten Weg der Vergangenheit. Revolutionare Augen und Herzen 
miissen liber das miserable Niveau kommen jedem Kampf der 
entsteht nur naohzulaufen um den Massen zu erzahlen was sie 
schon wissen und sie geistig und politisch innerhalb ihrer 
Nationen anzubinden. Die tauschend einfache aber vbllig 
falsche Arithmetik in denen die Kampfe - auch revolutionare • 
der Volker jedes Landes sich zu einer Weltrevolution "zusam- 
men addieren" muB auch aus der revolutionaren Mathematik 
des Leninismus hinausgeworfen werden. Besonders in einer 
scharfen Krise die globale AusmaBe hat, muB das Proletariat 
auch einen globalen Standpunkt und Herangehen haben, indem 
es seine Krafte als Teile einer einzelnen Armee koordiniert. 
Durchbriiche selbst in einem Oder mehreren Landern fiihren 
zur Schwachung des ganzen verfaulten Feindgebaudes und wind 
noch groBere weltrevolutionare Moglichkeiten erschlieBen. 
In diesem Geist und dieser Richtung miissen die Klassenbewu- 
Bten Krafre dringend zu einem gemeinsamen Programm, einer 
gemeinsamen Strategie und einer gemeinsamen Organisation in 
internationalem MaBstab schreiten, mit revolutionare Kommun— 
ist/proletarische Internationaler Tendenz.

Dies erscheint vielleicht fast alles wie ein Traum... 
sogar Visionen. Nun gut denn : Nichts geringeres als 
Visionen _  Visionen, die den Schleier des taglich aus-
scheinend Offensichtlichen durchbohren, um die wirklich 
darunter liegende Haupttriebfeder enthiillen, werden heute 
benotigt. Hat man Lenin 1917 nicht beschuldigt ein Trimmer 
zu sein? Auch nicht Mao 1966? Aber haben ihre Traume 
nicht das Gesicht der Erde und der Menschheit verandert, 
und stellten sich als reader heraus als die Aufrufe das 
’’kleinere Ubel" zu wahlen und "realistisch" zu sein? Dieser 
Revisionismus und Reformismus ist ein "Realismus”, dessen 
Grenzen innerhalb des Rahmens des Imperialismus und status 
auo bestimmt werden — und heute wieder, zu einer Zeit wenn Weltereignisse Throne in die Gosse sturzen werden und giinst- 
ire Gelegenheiten fur die Revolutionaren eroffnen werden. 
Mtisseh nicht auch wir nach denseiben stolzen Hbhen streben, 
die Lenin und Mao erklomnien haben?

Aufruf dann von der Revolutionare Kommunistische 
Porfei U.S.A. : Soli der 1. Mai in den U.S.A, selbst 

sein von Ausbrucnen in Fabriken und Scholen, revolu- 
rionlrer politischer Aktivitat vieler Art in Wohnungspro- 

■ kten Gefangnissen, StraBenecken, und aller heiligen
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yo nan lans6 ou lag& nikl6yd. Jan ke yo ko!6 nan ch6men sa nan logik noun fou sist&n 
yo-a, jan k6 yo fos6 pou pous6 lojik sa sou "mas" pa yo, pou yo aliyen yo sou 2 ran 
pou you touy6 lot au ba mo dod "lib£rt6 ak d6mokrase" (nan langaj imperyalis 
oksidantal) ou byen an ba mo dod "jistis ak lib6rasyon" (langaj imperyalis sovyetik).

Sa ki kont yo? Ou bagay yo pa jamn kont6, sou li, s6 lespri revolisyon6 mas yo 
kap gay6 tankou dif6 anba sann depi Gdansk jous nan Salvador, jous nan kan refijye 
ayisyen yo nan Miyami. Ou kabab tandd sa nan vwa jen6s la — eko-a rep6t6 jis nan 
lari Langletd ak nan mon Eritre — ak tout radyds li ap montre febl6s, ap atake 
enperyalis yo. Ou kapab wd li nan je ou seri moun ki on fwa anko ap klere ak on vi- 
zyon liberasyon, on visyon ki reflechi tankou flanm dife kap limen pandan lannwi. 
Ou kap santi li nan batman k6 yo nan you rit wa di ou mach anavan oubyen tankou 
estatd kap kraz6. Revolisyon — se ou flanm rouj kap boul6 nan tout peyi, nan zantray 
tout moun y-ap kraze nan lemond antye, epi kap brase nan kd sitaddl lenmi-an, nan 
peyi enperyalis you menm. Ne fo a, se va rol desizif lidd revolisyond yo nan gide fos 
pwoletd konsyantize yo toupatou sou te-a.

Confli kap ddvlopd ant dclatman ou gd enpdrialist dpi dclatman revolysion 
sosyal la, sd sa ki moul kap fomd lavni an. Jou prdmid md, fos revolysiond yo dwd fd 
ou bon an avan sou kestion prdparasion-a.

Jou sa-a gen ou limjd ki gen pou-1 kldrd: boujon proldtaria nan tout karaztd intdr- 
nasyonal li, ki nan on batay amo kont tout fom rdaksyon, ki konmen mision istorik li 
sd pou li pran Id mond daso. Sa ki gen pou le bouyi nan aksyon tout travayd sou tout 
td a sd volontd pou yo aji, tan kou Ldnin td di, "non sd pa ak lidd prop pdyi 'moin ... 
men pito ak lidd patisipasyon pa-m nan prdparasyon, nan popagand ak nan 
aksdlerasyon rdvolisyon pwoletaria-a, nan mond la."

Pou nou kapab fd prdparasyon sa yo konnye-a ak tout vitds, ak tout prdsizyon sa 
mandd, dpi tou, pou nou joven mwayen pou fd prdmid md sa vansd sa mandd ou 
divos ak tou sa Id fdt Id pa bon nan tanpase. Zyd ak kd moun ki rdvolisyond dwd fiksd 
pi ro kd nivo lit jodi a yo: nou dwd sispan rakontd mas yo sa yo konnen pa kd ddja,
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KUVIye' ‘OUt mOU“ Yap baz6' ak tout moun H °z6 
trf 1« &Uho^kes^ eTt&asy^out kav^ “ Y° “ m°n'

an aksyon chemen pou tout travay^ revolisyon6 son te a kab pas6

"Premy6 M6" s6 ou gio jou tet fou tout pwo!6te nan tout p6yi, s6 klas ke vr&nan 
pa gen anyen pou-1 pddi sof chennyo ki kemb-1 prizonye nan sist&n esklavay moden 
ki skziste toupatou son te-a.

Sil vr6 sans you sa-a:: Se d6t6minazyon tout moun ki eksplwat6 ak nan esklavay, 
d6t&nmazyon tout fos kx konpozd nouvo group kap monte-a pou f6 on revolisyon 
font sistem malf<SU sa a On d6t&ninasyon pou yo vanse pi devan. Pou yo kraz6 tout 
baryd peyi, lang, ak tout drstenksyon klas sosyal efase dominasyon on peyi sou on lot 
peyi, gasonsou jarun pou fd tout lagd dispardt ndt, tout fwontyd on peyi ak on lot 
yeeyi, pou krad tout chenn la mard moun ak tradisyon. Tout bon vrd, sd ou sdl fason 
ki gen pou selebre tdt sa-a sd na lit ak nan rebelyon, sd nan leve drapo rouj-la anld 
nan tout kwen sou te-a, sd nan batay ak sout fds nou pou you avni revolisyond

Se nan you eksplozyon san rdtd listwa donnen, eksplozyon ki dklatd, ki bese, 
sdlman poul eklatd anko ak plis fos. Anba boulvdsman jounen jodia, nou jwenn, ou 
konfli ki fon anpil epi Id gen ou grosd ekstranodine ki kab sekwd tea

Sou ou bo nou gen klok kd Id Zdta Zini dirijd ak blok kd la Risi diri dirijd ki apd 
prdpard lagd, kap fd choc nan prop la bout kd yo fd, kap dsdyd kenbd initd nan kan
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fa-d,

y'yu

sispann kenbd lespri avek aksion politik yo anndan iwonud prop pdyi pa yo. Vyd 
kalfil ki vid kd si nou adisyond tout lit kd tout pep nan mond antyd ape menmen 
sdpardman, nou va gen ou rdvolisyon mondyal vyd kalkil sa li pa bon. Li le pou-n 
rdjdtd li, de fason pou nou anbrasd kalkil rdvolusyond Ldnin td ddkouvri. Paskd, nan 
ou kris chen anrajd ki ddyo poul devore tout pdp, tout pdyi sou td a, proldtaria a tou, 
pdp travayd kap raid di tou patou sou tda dwd ddvlopd dpi dwd aji ak visyon tdt an- 
sanm: chak pdyi dwd tounen ddtachman ou sdl lamd. Le pdp youn ou plizid peyi ran- 
potd la viktwa, sa vid di kd Idnmi an vin pi fdb, sa vid di kd gen plis posibilitd pou 
rdalizd rdvolisyon mondyal lan. Sd nan espri sag, nan direkyon sag kd fos konsyon- 
tizd yo dwd machd ak tout vitds pou yo sa kreyd ou sdl pwogram, ou sdl estrateji, ou 
sdl organizasyon sou ou echel entenasyonal, pou ddvlopd ou sdl tandans, tandans 
kominis rdvolisyond/entdnasyonalis proldtaryen.

Gen moun ki di kd sd rdvd, kd nou gen vizyon. Pa gen anydn mal nansa! Pas kd sd 
visyon sa yo menm — visyon ki pdsd mask ki cache rdalitd a pou montrd vre sous kap 
domi anba-1 — sd sa nou bzwen jodia. Eskd en 1917 yo pa-t akizd Ldnin vizyond? 
Eskd en 1966, yo pa-t akizd Mao pou menm bagay? Men poutan eskd rdv yoa pa 
changd Hgi limamitd tankou iigi lemond menm? Eskd rdv yo patd pi prd rdalitd pase 
tout rdl nou tandd joudi a kap di-n pou chwasi «sa ki pi miyo», kap di npu pou nou 
rdalis? Revisionism ak rdfonnism sa yo sd ou «rdalism» ki fixd sdlman nan kad 
emperialism ak nan kad estati qub-a ... Cd menm «rdalism» sa ke nou wd jodia 
anko; ou rdalism kap raid Souvant nan ou mond kotd kouron gen po you trennen nan 
la*bon, ou mond ki gran ouvd pou aksyon tout rdvolisyond. Eskd sa pa fd nou anvi
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suiv menm ch^inen L&iin ak Mao suivi?
Alo, sa-a s6 apdl Pati Kominis R6volisyond-USA lansd jodia:
Ak nan “>ta-Ziiij menm se pou premi6 m4 sa men-nen grdv nan izin ak nan Mkol 

nan IriTon °n * r^volisyor16 <&lat6 nan pak k6 yo fd pou maldrd,
nan pnzon, nan chak kalfou, nan prop sitadbl ak tabdnak Idn-mi an, konsa milyon 

tOUpat°u“u t6 a va wa vreman gen ou seksyon nan mas yo jodia 
L mX^ Pn Y° P °9aniZ<5 f°3 Y°” P°u f6 ^volisyon nan vant emp&ialism 

ap xdn to^'eSn 1982 monW,k6 r6v ini« Pwoldtaria entdnasyonalis
soufri anba enpdrialism la poud r?vKZSft11 ™ kaP
iouou2 kouran-sa va ii- ” Ot?na?Slta°®l kapitails yo; menmi si sdpouou pwo°etiia7va "an 6 vTlfe6 phem.“P°u=a * Pa » 

emmXK°^u sfceX^pte"^

kontribyd nan aksyon entdnasyondis Jo^X7m^“X

RCP, USA, P.O. Box 3486, Chicago, IL 60654
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Een Internationale oproep tot 1 Mei Aktie
enholandds in Dutch

Dit is een stryd-oproep.
H'e hopen dat veel verschillende mensen en organisaties het in verschillende talen 

verspreiden en stuur op — of aannterkingen naar ons op voOr eind maart, zodat we het 
kunnen her — drukken voor de uiteinde lyke versie.

Ades ter verhoging van sterkere Internationale akdes op de eerste Mei.
RCP, USA. P.O. Box 3486, Chicago, IL 60654

An Internationalist Call to May First Action
eningl6s in English

To the Workers, the Oppressed and All Who Dare Fight for the Future:
World War and Revolution... The clash of these two trends marks the 

approach of May First, International Workers Day. This sets the stage—and 
the stakes—for the actions of revolutionary workers in every country.

May 1st is the revolutionary holiday of the international proletariat, a

Primero de Mayo en Bilbao, 1981, una region vasca de Espana. Centenares de 
miles de personas en Bilbao, Pamplona y otras ciudades de esta regidn de 
nacionalidades oprimidas tomaron las calles combatiendo contra la policia en 
acciones dirigidas contra el gobierno de Madrid.

politick van het verleden. Revolutionaire ogen en harten moeten gericht zyn boven het 
armzalige peil van aanrennen achter welke stryd zich dan ook voordoet, niets wyzer 
wordend en in geestelyk en politick opzicht gevangen blyvend binnen de beperkingen 
van hun land. De verbluffend simpele maar door en door foute rekenkunst van 
waaruitgerekende gevechten — zelfs revolutionaire gevechten — van de mensen van 
ieder afzonderlyk land bydragen aan een wereldrevolutie moet ook worden afgeworpen 
om te worden vervangen door de revolutionaire rekensom van het Leninisme. Speciaal 
in een acute noodtoestand, die wereld wyd van afmetingen zal zyn, moet ook het pro- 
letariaat wereld wyd zyn in zyn vooruitzicht en benadering, zyn krachten gebruikend in 
een onderlinge samenhang als de afdelingen van ten leger. Zelfs doorbraken in ten of 
meer landen leiden tot een verzwakking van het hele rotte vyandelyke gebouw en 
brengen mogelykheid van een wereldrevolutie dichterby. In deze geest en richting 
moeten klassebewuste krachten zo snel mogelyk komen tot een gezamelykprogramme, 
een gezamelyke strategic en een gezamenlyke organise tie op internationale schaal van de 
revolutionaire communistische/proletarische internationalistische beweging.

Misschien lyken dit allemaal dromen ... zelfs fantasie beelden. Goed. 
Uitstekend! Niets minder dan fantasie beelden — visioenen die door de slider van alle 
dag heenprikken en biykbaar duidelyk met de bedoeling de daar onderliggende ware 
dryfveren bloot te leggen — zyn vandaag de dag noodzakelyk. Werd Lenin er in 1917 
ook niet van beschuldigd een fantast te zyn. En Mao in 1966? En zorgden hun dromen 
er niet voor dat het gezicht van de wereld en de mensheid veranderde, en bewezen ze 
ook niet meer echt te zyn dan de dringende verzoeken om te kiezen voor ,,het minst 
slechte” en „wees reed”? Dit revisionisme en reformisme is een ,,realisme” waarvan 
de grenzen bepaald worden door het raamwerk van imperialisme en de status quo ... 
en weer komt het vandaag op een tydstip dat door de wereldgebeurtenissen kronen in 
de goot zullen rollen en grote mogelykheden zullen ontstaan voor revolutionairen 
moeten wp dan ook niet streven naar dezelfde verheven denktrant als Lenin en Mao?
Vandaar deze oproep van de Revolutionaire Communistische Party U.S.A.:

Laat de eerste mei getuigen van grote uitingen in fabrieken en op scholen en van 
revolutionaire politieke aktiviteiten op veel verschillende gebieden zoals: woonprojec- 
ten, gevangenissen, buurtwerk en overal waar onderdrukking is dat er een groeiende 
kern is niet alleen hier maar over de hele wereld die zich zowelgeestelyk als lichamenlyk 
voorbereidt op een revolutie in het fort van het imperialisme.

Maar nogsterker, laat doorniiddel van de eerste Mei 1982, de droom van het Inter
nationale proletariaat uitkomen in gezamenlyke akties, die zich uitstreken van landen 
onderdrukt door het imperialisme tot het bolwerk van het kapitaal zelf. Laat het 
politiek zyn schaduw vooruitwerpen en de weg voorbereiden voor de dagen in de NA 
bye toekomst, dat het proletariaat terrein en kracht zal herwinnen nu hier en dan daar 
om een zo groot mogelyk deel van de wereld te bevryden van de ketenen jan het im
perialisme. Laat overal ter wereld de eerste Mei zon schynen op de rode vlag, onover- 
winnelyk te midden von de resten en puinhopen.

Revolutionaire Communistische Party U.S.A.

May 1 in Bilbao 1981, Basque region of Spain. Hundreds of thousands of 
people in Bilbao, Pamplona and other cities in this minority region took to the 
streets and fought with police in actions directed against the Madrid government

toekomst f Onderdruk,en ™ aldiegenen/die durver, vechten voor de

cf. fereldoor,o8 en revo,urie ■ • ■ de bolsing tussendeze twee ontwikkelingen geeft de 
hMhpM°? ^eg”aar de(frs,c Mei. de Internationale Dag van de Werkers. Dit bepaald 

beeld en de draagwydte voor akties van de revolutionaire werkers in alle landen 
klasfdfwl 1! Ill revo^u,'ona'refeestdag van het Internationaleproletariaat, een 
klasse die werkelyk niets anders te verliezen heeft dan de ketens, waarmee ze is 
vastgeklonken aan een wereld wyd systeem van hedendaagse slaverny en moord. Deze 
dag kan maar een werkelyke bedoeling hebben: de vastberadenheid van a! die mensen 
die worden uitgebuit en onderdrukt, van alle krachten, die het nieuwe en die 
vooruitstrevende voorstaan om revolutie te voeren tegen deze verknipte orde; de 
vastberadenheid om vooruit te springen — over de grenzen van taal, land en ras— naar 
de afschaffing van alle klassen en alle klasseverschillen, het uitwissen van het stellen 
van de ene nationaliteit boven de andere en de onderwerping van de vrouw aan de man, 
naar het uitsterven van oorlogen en van nationale Staten en het verbreken van alle 
ketens van traditie. En er is maar een manier om deze feestdag goed te vieren: in stryd 
en opstand, de rode vlag onihoog gestoken in alle hoeken van de aardbol, en zo ver als 
we kunnen vooruit vechtend naar de revolutionaire toekomst.

De loop van de geschiedenis beweegt zich in rusteloze uitbarstingen, die opspatten 
en dan weer schynbaar verdwynen, om alleen met grotere kracht opnieuw naar boven 
te komen.Onder de bevingen van vandaag ligt een konflikt van zeer diepe en letterlyk 
wereldschokkende afmetingen.Aan de ene kant zyn de imperialistische machten van zowel U.S. als het Sovjet 
blok bezig zich voorte bereiden op een oorlog, wild om zich heen gebarend in dryfzand 
van eigen maaksel, proberend om hun rfk byelkaar te houden, terwy! ze zwalkend op 
weg zyn naar een atoomoorlog. Omdat ze op deze weg gedreven worden door de krank- 
zinnige logica van hun systeem, zyn ze ook druk bezig om hun volksmassa’s verder te 
besmetten met die logica en ze in het gelid te krygen om etkaar aftemaken/onder de 
wimpe! van „ vryheiden democratic” (westerse imperialistische styl) of ..gerechtigheid 
en bevryding” (Sovjetimperialistische styl). En aan de andere kant? Het enige waarze 
nooit rekening mee houden — de revolutionaire geest en stryd van de massa's, die zich 
verspreiden als een ondergronds vuur van Gdansk naar El Salvador naar de Haitiaanse 
vluchtelingen kampen iu Florida je kan het horen in de kreten van de jeugd in de straten 
van Engeland en in de bergen van Eritrea klinkt dezelfde roep — die wyst naar de 
naaktheid van de keizer en zym keizerryk uitdaagt. Je kan het in de ogen zien waarop 
opnieuw een visioen van bevryding glanst als vuren tegen een nachtelyke hemel. Je kan 
het/voelen in de hartslag die meer dan ooh gelyk slaat met het ritme van voort- 
stormende voeten en de echo’s van instortende heiligdommen. Revolutie — een rode 
vlam die brandt in de onderdrukte volkeren van de wereld en doorgloeh tot in het har- 
nas van de imperialistische landen zelf. met als besltssendefaktor de revolutionaire rol 
en leiding van het klassebewuste proletariaat/in ieder lane.De botsing die er aan gaat komen tussen de krachten van een imperialistische 
oorlog en sociale revolutie zal het aambeeld zy'n waar-op de toekomst wordt gesmeed. 
Op de eerste Mei moeten de krachten van de revolutie een sprong vooruit maken om 

k'aarOp ^daimwl'eenvisie helder en duidelyk zyn: de kiem van een proletariaat 
dat zich bewusMs van zyn internationale karakter en zy'n tegengeste dheid tenopzichte 
van alle vormen van behoudendheid  en van zy’n histonsche opdracht om niets minder te 
doen dan de wereld te veroveren. Het opgang brengen van gezamenlyke akties van 

werkers in verschillende de^ 
aandeeT™X“j& het propageren en in het versnellen van deproletarische 

werel^v^-" ren wn zulke voorbereidingen en het vinden van de
manieren speciaal op de eerste Mei om dit proces voorui te helpen. eist een break met de



This call is a first dralt. We hope many dlllerent people and organizations will circulate It In dif
ferent languages, make criticisms of It and collect suggestions for it and forward them to us 
before the end of March so that it can be republished In final form-all contributing to even more 
powerful Internationalist actions on May 1st. RCP, USA, Box 3486, Chicago, IL 60654, USA.

class which truly has nothing to lose but the chains that hold it to a world
wide system of modern day slavery and murder. There is but one authentic 
meaning to this day: the determination of all who are exploited and enslaved, 
of all forces embodying the new and rising, to carry out revolution against this 
twisted order; the determination to leap forward—crossing barriers of 
language, nation and race—toward the abolition of all classes and class 
distinctions, the wiping out of the subjugation of one nationality to another 
and of women to men, toward the extinction of wars and of nation-states 
themselves, and the shattering of all tradition’s chains. And there is but one 
way to truly celebrate this holiday: in struggle and rebellion, holding the red 
banner to the skies in every corner of the globe, and fighting as far forward as 
we can to the revolutionary future.

History moves in restless outbursts that flare up and then subside, on
ly to erupt again, still more intensely. Beneath today’s tremors lies a conflict 
of profound and literally earthshaking dimensions.

On one side the imperialist powers of both the U.S. and the Soviet-led 
blocs prepare for war, thrashing in quicksand of their own making, trying to 
hold their empires together while lurching toward nuclear conflict. Impelled 
on this course by the madman's logic of their system, they are also impelled 
to further infect “their” masses with that logic and line them up to kill each 
other off under the banner of "freedom and democracy" (Western imperialist 
style) or "justice and liberation" (Soviet imperialist style).

And against them? The one thing they never reckon on—the revolu
tionary spirit and struggle of the masses, spreading like underground fires 
from Gdansk to El Salvador to the Haitian refugee camps of Florida. You can 
hear It in the shouts of the youth—the same accents echoing in England’s 
streets and the foothills of Eritrea—defiantly pointing to the emperor’s 
nakedness and challenging his empire. You can see it in the eyes that once 
again shine with a vision of liberation reflected in the fires of night-time skies. 
You can feel it in the heartbeats once more pulsing to the rhythm of charging 
feet and the echos of shattering icons. Revolution—a red flame burning in the 
oppressed nations of the world and stirring even in the central fortresses of 
the imperialist countries themselves, with the decisive link being the revolu
tionary role and leadership of the class-conscious proletariat in every coun
try.

The clash now building between the forces of imperialist war and 
social revolution will be the forge on which the future is cast. On May 1st, the 
forces of revolution must make a leap in preparation.

On that day a vision must shine forth: the embryo of a proletariat con
scious of its international character and its antagonism to all forms of reac
tion and of its historic mission to do no less than conquer the world. Infusing 
the workers’ common actions In different quarters of the globe must be the 
determination to proceed, as Lenin put it, “not from the point of view of 'my' 
country.. .but from the point of view of my share in the preparation, In the 
propaganda, and In the acceleration of the world proletarian revolution.”

To actively and urgently carry out such preparations now, and to find 
the ways on May 1 st especially to push this process forward, demands a rup
ture with the dead hand of the past. Revolutionary eyes and hearts must be 
set above the miserable level of tailing after whatever struggle comes to

hand, telling the masses what they already know and keeping them spiritually 
and politically bound within the confines of their nation. The deceptively sim
ple but thoroughly wrong arithmetic in which the struggles—even revolu
tionary struggles—of the people of each country “add up” to a world revolu
tion must also be thrown off for the revolutionary calculus of Leninism. 
Especially in an acute crisis that will be global in its dimensions, the pro
letariat too must be global in its outlook and approach, coordinating its 
forces as detachments of a single army. Breakthroughs even in one or several 
countries lead to a weakening of the whole rotten enemy edifice and open up 
still wider world revolutionary possibilities. In this spirit and direction class
conscious forces must urgently go forward toward a common program, a 
common strategy and a common organization on an international scale of 
the revolutionary communist/proletarian internationalist trend.

Perhaps all this seems like dreaming... even visions. Well and good! 
Nothing less than visions—visions that pierce the veil of the everyday and 
seemingly obvious to reveal the real mainsprings lying beneath—are re
quired today. Was not Lenin in 1917 accused of being visionary? Was not Mao 
in 1966? Yet did not their dreams change the face of the world and humanity, 
and prove more real than the appeals to choose the "lesser evil” and “be 
realistic”? This revisionism and reformism is a "realism” whose bounds are 
determined by the framework of imperialism and the status quo.. . and again 
today it comes at a time when world events will set crowns to rolling in the 
gutters, opening up great opportunities for the revolutionaries. Must not we 
too aspire to the same lofty heights scaled by Lenin and Mao?

This call then from the Revolutionary Communist Party, USA:
Let May 1st witness, within the U.S. itself, breakouts from factories 

and schools, and revolutionary political activity of many different kinds In 
housing projects, prisons, street corners and every sacred sphere and strong
hold, signaling to millions not just here but around the world that there Is in
deed a growing section even now "preparing minds and organizing forces" 
for revolution in this bastion of imperialism.

But more, let May 1st, 1982 reveal the dream of international pro
letarian unity coming to life in unified actions stretching from the nations op
pressed by imperialism into the very citadels of capital Itself; let it politically 
foreshadow, if only for a day or two, and help prepare the way for, the not-too- 
distant days when the proletariat will liberate territory and seize power now 
here, now there, pushed back only to surge further forward, emancipating as 
much of the world as possible from the twisted chains of imperialism Let 
then the May 1st sun shine everywhere on red flags of revolution, blooming 
decayoVthe dhyingUP C°nCrete’ uncont*uerab|e >'fe amidst the rubble and

Revolutionary Communist Party, USA

New York, May Day, 1980
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Caribbean

A Brother In The Struggle

Box 3486, Merchandise Mart Chicago, IL 60654

U.S. and Nicaragua, between the U.S. 
and Cuba, and between the U.S./junta 
and the FDR/FMLN—Lopez Portillo 
offered to have Mexico guarantee the 
results of negotiated solutions to any of 
the problems in the region. “I can assure 
my good friends in the U.S. that what 
happens here in Nicaragua and goes on in 
El Salvador, and the wind that blows 
through the whole zone, doesn’t repre
sent an intolerable danger for the fun
damental interests and the national 
security of that country.” While Lopez 
Portillo has his own interests to serve in 
all this, the U.S. is certainly no less con
cerned with keeping Mexico “stable” 
than he is and he may yet come in handy 
as a negotiator for his U.S. bosses.

So the U.S. is still trying to keep its op
tions open as much as possible in El 
Salvador, and the specific form of new 
actions it is being driven to take have not 
fully taken shape yet. Nevertheless, the 
specific content of all of these options is 
crystal clear—totally reactionary and fur
ther proof of the blood-soaked nature of 
imperialism. 

DT.^ X s,a,. r
a per.odoksuppof, /fom dome. So I would like io know is II
Z'S'S Highest S,.g. »,
Caoitalisml If so it would be highly appreciatea. 
capitalism;. so Respectfully Yours.

San Quentin. There are ,hou®®ndo%n and corrupted In the dungeons of the 

other revolutionary literature To he p party ||t0rature and

walls, the Revolutionary Worker h 
tlons should be sent to.

“We can never really disengage, simply 
because El Salvador is in this hemisphere 
and so close by, and we do have real in
terests in Central America.” And the 
thought behind the policies of both the 
Reaganites and the liberals was summed 
up recently by Senator Paul Tsongas, a 
Kennedy-liberal from Massachusetts: 
“When you fight a political battle in the 
Third World, you have to use weapons 
that arc effective politically. Military 
equipment alone doesn’t work.”

Another of the scrambling proponents 
of “negotiations” in the region is Mexi
can president Jose Lopez Portillo—who 
is objectively performing the role of U.S. 
spearhead among the opposition in Cen
tral America at the moment. Lopez Por
tillo recently visited Managua, 
Nicaragua, to receive the Order of San- 
dino (the only other recipient was the 
founder of the Sandinistas, Carlos 
Fonseca Amador, who got his award 
posthumously) and to give a speech 
outlining his proposals. Offering to 
“mediate” on the three “knots of ten
sion” in the region—that is, between the

I received your published literature and party Programme and also your 
Constitution and wish to thank you personally for making this literature 
available to me and my brothers inside these prison walls

If there is anything I can do to show support of your beliefs then /ust ask, 
I will be getting out of prison in June of 1988 and be willing to work full- 
time at anything you wish, but in the meantime if there's anything I can do 
then I would be more than willing.

I also wish to thank the people whose contributions make this weekly 

strike or anything to tell the world what they are do, ng >s wrong. Then ,f we 

are able we will.

Mi Compafiero,
I am a Cuban Brother incarcerated here and have read your paper 

(Revolutionary Worker; and have found it very interesting and inspiring.
Enclose you will find a check for the sum of Seven ($7.00) dollars for the 

purchase of ten weeks' trial subscription (Revolutionary Worker;, also, the 
documents New Programme and New Constitution of the Revolutionary 
Communist Party, USA. . .

open including military and political 
weapons.

Liberal Opposition

In this context, bourgeois liberals have 
been jumping out with all kinds of new 
plans supposedly in opposition to 
Reagan s "hard line.” All of these in
volve some version of “negotiations” 
With the FDR/FMLN—with the current 
majority favorite being Tip O’Neill’s 
view of continuing military aid to the jun
ta, proceeding with the totally discredited 
elections and then forcing the winner to 
negotiate. A related proposal was that en
dorsed recently by former U.S. ambassa
dor to El Salvador Robert E. 
White—who creatively called for a cease
fire and, an “international peace force” 
to enforce negotiations toward a new, 
more credible election.

The actual difference between these 
various proposals and the “hard line” 
boils down to a slightly different mix of 
the same military and political weapons 
that the Reagan administration is wield
ing. There is the view here that “negotia
tions” would provide the best chance of 
preserving U.S. interests—and the most 
important U.S. compradors, like Duarte 
and his top military accomplices. Also in
volved is some thinking that once nego
tiations begin, the U.S. can stick the knife 
in the opposition to’try and pry various 
forces loose from pro-Soviet revisionist 
influence; face-smashing can come later, 
if necessary. This is supposedly in “sharp 
contrast” to the hard line approach, 
which leans toward smashing some faces 
in now, and then sticking the knife in and 
prying a little later. The fact is, even 
Secretary of State Haig, the most notori
ous of the hard-liners around El Salva
dor, said recently that “We very much 
favor negotiation which would lead 
toward- a presidential election in Salva
dor...and which would permit the 
peoples of Salvador to exercise their right 
of self determination.” Why, he’s as 
“moderate” as the liberals.

And they arc just as “hard line” as he, 
as well. Tip O’Neill, for example, stated 
after Reagan’s Caribbean Basin speech, 
“I truly believe the president is on the 
right road. They are our neighbors here in 
the Western hemisphere.” Senator 
Patrick Leahy, of Vermont, another 
liberal, told U.S. News & World Report,

Continued from page 6
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dSusn elude U.S. navy land-based tactical jet 
fighters, anti-submarine forces, destroy
ers and other surface warships. On ?he 
other side of Centra! America, a U.S. de
stroyer has been stationed in the Gulf of 
Fonseca, between Nicaragua and El Sal- 
c±^nS,cPPr0Sedly Spy,ns °n possible 
shipments of weapons to El Salvadoran 
guerrillas; but in addition to its intelli
gence-gathering equipment, the ship also 
carries two 5-inch guns, ship-to-ship mis
siles and torpedos and two helicopters 
And as we go to press, the Salvadoran 
junta army chief of staff is in Buenos 
Aires, Argentina, seeking to strengthen 
“ties between the two armies” while si
multaneously, the U.S. army deputy 
chief of staff is in Paraguay for a meeting 
with its generalissimo, Alfredo Stroes- 
sner, in which Central America will be at 
the top of the agenda according to the 
Reuters news agency.

it is no coincidence that Reagan’s 
speech and this military scrambling are 
going on simultaneously. Faced with a 
seriously deteriorating situation in El 
Salvador at a time when its global con
cerns cannot afford to have things con
tinue in this vein, U.S. imperialism is 
being forced to the wall. The junta is los
ing ground militarily and the constituent 
assembly elections scheduled for March 
28 have become an open and acknowl
edged farce. Turmoil and opposition 
within the U.S. bloc overall about El Sal
vador is increasing. What is at stake in all 
this is not only the continued possession 
of its Salvadoran neo-colony, but .the 
threat of further turmoil throughout 
Central America and greater reverbera
tions into Western Europe, and even the 
United States—all of which could 
seriously impair the U.S.’ ability to wage 
world war against its Soviet rivals. And it 
is those very rivals who are currently tak
ing the most advantage of the Central 
American crisis to increase their influence 
in the region. Something is going to have 
to give here—and soon. But the U.S. is 
desperately trying to keep its options

Shine the Light of Revolution Behind the Prison Walls

Very soon we will again print large numbers of the famous May 
Day poster. We hope many different people will take it up—and 
get it up—and starting now will donate the money required to 
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Auto
Continued from page 2

two sides sitting down together and being 
reasonable.” UAW leaders have stressed 
the same theme, terming the pact a 
“breakthrough in labor-management co
operation.” On the other hand “leftists” 
inside and outside the union, that is, 
those whose basic program is moving the 
imperialists to the “left” through Solida
rity Days and so forth, have assailed the 
new contract as a sellout and attacked 
UAW President Doug Fraser and the 
union leadership for not being good trade 
unionists.

In fact Fraser is being a good imperial
ist trade unionist. The context in which 
the UAW is acting is not only economic 
but political as well. The UAW-Ford 
cooperative agreement, like Fraser’s sit
ting on the Board of Directors of Chrys
ler Corp., is reminiscent (in embryonic 
form) of trade union representation on 
the War Labor Boards of World Wars 1 
and 2, where they helped in the regulation 
of overall production. This is also the 
most central meaning in the media cam
paign around the contract, with its theme 
that “we’re all in the same boat together” 
— the national boat, which is headed 
toward the stormy seas of inter-imperial
ist war. The UAW has played its part in 
this public opinion campaign for some 
time, not only stressing a convergence of 
interests of workers and imperialists, but 
vigorously championing the imperialist 
chauvinism which underlies the bour
geoisie’s pitch by loudly taking up the 
“Buy American” campaign and pushing 
the line that American workers must seek 
to benefit themselves and “their” coun
try by “stopping the hemorrhaging of 
our jobs overseas.”

Those who try to ignore this real politi
cal content, and to pretend that what’s at 
issue is just auto workers hanging on to 
their jobs, are keeping things in the same 
ballpark and helping to lead workers into 
the arms of the imperialists. Now it’s 
quite true — as these “leftists” point out 
in opposition to Fraser — that these wage 
cutbacks are not going to preserve auto 
workers’ jobs. Nor are they going to put 
the companies back on their feet. (The 
most recent issue of Business Week, in
terestingly, makes both these points, 
noting that “the pact promises no long
term solution to Ford’s underlying prob
lems in the U.S. and abroad” and that 
“the job-security provisions (of the new 
contract — BW~) are somewhat fuzzily 
worded and, as one Ford official says, 
guarantee ‘concepts’ rather than specifi
cs” — not that written guarantees would 
fundamentally change the situation ei
ther.) And it’s also true that there is a 
bourgeois campaign to get these sorts of 
cutbacks on a broad scale. It is put for
ward that the UAW has always been the 
toughest of bargainers — now if this 
union is recognizing the need to accept 
wage and benefit cuts in the interests of 
the industry, surely it’s a portent for the 
labor movement generally. Before the 
Ford agreement was reached, newspapers 
and magazines, pointing to wage conces
sions by teamsters and meatpackers as 
well as the auto negotiations, were head
lining stories “Labor Seeks Less” and 
“Does Labor Face a Year of Givebacks?” 
All this is obviously part of preparing the 
way for similar agreements in other in
dustries where contracts will be expiring. 
But the point is that these cutbacks in the 
wages and benefits of workers are part of 
a much larger scene, integrally bound up 
with the whole motion of things toward a 
redivision of the world — which throws 
much larger issues onto the agenda, as 
we’ll see, and in terms of which a political 
focus on the fight to retain benefits be
comes quite wrong and more than that 
extremely reactionary.

Auto a Barometer of Crisis
This motion of things is closely related 

to the economic crisis which has gripped 
U.S. imperialism and its bloc for much of 
the 1970s. The auto industry has become 
one of the focuses of the crisis throughout 
the bloc, and in the U.S. it’sno secret that 
this industry is in trouble. Industry losses 
for 1981 are expected to be $1.6 billion, 
during a year in which new car sales in the 
U.S. dipped to the lowest point in twenty 
years. By the end of the year auto-plant 
layoffs for 1981 exceeded 260,000. So far 
this year, car sales are down even further 
from the depressed levels of 1981. Fur-
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ther, this came on top of a previous year,
1980, which had itself seen record losses 
and plummeting sales. In fact, total new 
car sales have been falling in the U.S. 
since 1978, and within this shrinking 
market, the U.S. companies have seen 
their share of the market continuously 
eroded by imported cars. (See graph on 
p. 2) By UAW calculations, total em
ployment in the auto industry, includ
ing in firms that supply components for 
the automobile companies, has dropped 
by 600,000 since 1978.

Neither the United States nor the auto
mobile industry is alone in this situation. 
Auto has joined the list of other indus
tries in deep trouble on a worldwide basis: 
textiles, shipbuilding and steel, to take 
the most notable examples. The slump in 
auto is a barometer of the overall impe
rialist crisis and the present serious reces
sion which affects all the major imperial
ists of the U.S. bloc. Taking the bloc as a 
whole, economic growth stagnated in the 
second half of 1981, following only a 
nominal rise in the first half of the year. 
In both Britain and West Germany it fell 
over the year as a whole. The total num
ber of unemployed in the imperialist 
countries of the U.S. bloc rose from 21.4 
million persons in 1980 to 25 million in
1981, according to the notoriously under
stated official figures, and the duration 
of unemployment rose. By the last part of 
1981 the rate of unemployment had 
reached historic heights in several major 
countries of the bloc: in West Germany, 
the highest since the immediate aftermath 
of World War 2; in the U.S. and Britain, 
the highest since the 1930s; in Canada, 
close to an historic high. Even in Japan, 
which was doing somewhat better than its 
imperialist partners, unemployment 
surged upward beginning in July, due to 
deteriorating economic conditions. And 
the prospects for this year are hardly 
rosy. The OECD (Organization for Eco
nomic Cooperation and Development, 
the U.S.-bloc economic research and 
coordination body) predicts that econo
mic growth will pick up slowly, but with 
unemployment rising. In Europe the 
unemployment rate is predicted to reach 
10% by 1983 (from just under 9% now), 
while in the U.S. the predicted rate is 
about 9% for the entire period of 1982 
(which would constitute a sustained level 
of joblessness unknown in the U.S. since 
the 1930s.)

It has become more and more plainly 
obvious that this recession, like that of 
1980, is part of a deep-rooted and perva
sive crisis. In fact imperialism worldwide 
is enmeshed in a crisis of capital accumu
lation which cannot be escaped through 
economic policies, but which drives the 
system toward inter-imperialist world 
war as the only means of restructuring 
capital through a redivision of the world 
among the imperialist powers and blocs. 
This is the context of the crisis in the auto 
industry.

The auto industry serves as an index of 
how deeply the crisis has penetrated. As 
the overall economic crisis of the U.S. 
bloc has deepened, it has focused in suc
cessively on one and then another prob
lemindustry. At first it was the textile in
dustry; by 1977 an official European 
Economic Community paper could speak 
of a “worldwide structural crisis" in both 
textiles and steel; now the auto industry 
would have to be included. This progress 
from textiles to steel to auto can be seen as 
an advance of the crisis into industries of 
greater and greater technological ad
vancement. This is true not only in gene
ral, but in the U.S. in particular, which 
has, for example, modernized its auto in
dustry to a greater extent than steel. This 
should not be seen as a simultaneous cri
sis of separated industries in different 
countries, but as a crisis in industries 
which have become decisively interna
tionalized, even while they maintain na
tional roots. This means an international
ization of the circuit of capital and the 
production process, not simply the inter
national circulation of commodities 
through trade, which is not distinctive of 
imperialism but has been a feature of ca
pitalism from the beginning.

The U.S. auto industry offers a clear il
lustration of this crucial aspect. The U.S. 
companies, in fact, are the most interna
tional in their production in the industry 
compared with the other imperialists, 
with more than 36% of their production 
overseas by 1976. Moreover, these foreign 
operations, especially those in "third 
world" countries, are more profitable. 
For several years now, for example,

overall expansion experienced by the 
US bloc during the 1950s and 1960s, in
cluding especially the increased opening 
up of opportunities for deeper imperialist 
penetration in the “third world."

This is an important aspect of things; 
but to leave it at this would be quite mis
leading, making it seem that Japan and 
the U.S. were developing head-to-head as 
rival imperialists. But in fact Japan was 
always within the U.S. bloc throughout 
the postwar period, and although there 
has definitely been jockeying and rivalry 
between them, it has always taken place 
within this context. This bears directly on 
the economic sphere in that the U.S. was 
concerned to build up the defeated impe
rialist powers which more or less directly 
confronted the Soviet Union, which 
meant particularly West Germany and 
Japan. Unless the overriding internation
al context is kept in mind, with the U.S. 
marshaling its bloc to confront first the 
socialist camp and later the newly im
perialist Soviet Union, it is impossible to 
understand the rapid postwar growth of a 
country like Japan, a growth which was 
not only permitted but fostered by the 
U.S. Of course at the same time, the driv
ing force of anarchy inherent in capitalist 
production was at work toward the same 
end. For example, given the fact that the 
U.S. steel industry, say, was relatively 
stagnant while the Japanese was more 
dynamic, U.S. finance capital would be 
attracted — and was — to invest in the 
Japanese industry. (For example, accor
ding to the Oriental Economist, U.S. 
banks had outstanding loans of over a 
billion dollars to Japanese steel compa
nies in 1977 — with most of the largest 
banks being big stockholders in U.S. steel 
companies as well.) Thus the spontaneous 
dynamics of uneven development, coin
ciding with the more conscious political 
imperatives of U.S. imperialism, deter
mined the relatively rapid growth of Ja
pan in this spiral. This “Japanese mira
cle,” as it’s been dubbed, is nothing mys
terious or magical, nor is it due to some 
supposed special qualities of the Japanese 
character, but has been caused by the 
operation of imperialism internationally 
in this concrete historical situation.

The time when these dynamics began 
to come to a head, with Japan beginning 
to move in on the U.S. in terms of the ex
port of goods and of capital — that is, in 
the early ,1970s — coincided with the 
onset of the crisis which has continued to 
grip the U.S. bloc. The interaction of the 
uneven development within the U.S. bloc 
and the development of the bloc-wide cri
sis has had several consequences. Not on
ly has it made things worse for the U.S. as 
the problems caused by its relatively 
weakened position are compounded by 
the deteriorating economic situation of 
the bloc as a whole, but it also intensifies 
the need of a country like Japan to pene
trate new markets, since the very newness 
of their plant and equipment means that 
the investment must be recouped, impos
ing the need to run at full tilt. All of the 
imperialists face the need, imposed by the 
blind forces of capital, to expand — but 
efforts to expand only intensify the crisis 
and bring them more into contradiction 
with each other. This is the general mo
tion of things, but it’s important to note 
that it by no means happens in a straight- 
line sort of way. Not only are there ups 
and downs, twists and turns in the econo
mic crisis of the bloc, but in terms of the 
uneven development of different impe-. 
rialists in the bloc, the U.S. has again and 
again in the 1970s used its position of 
political and military domination to work 
against the results that would have come 
from the purely economic operation of 
things. In addition, and more important
ly, the inter-imperialist contradictions 
within a bloc (such as the contradiction 
between the U.S. and Japan) are in no 
way primary, but are subordinate (and 
subordinated) to the rivalry between the 
two imperialist blocs headed by the U.S. 
and the USSR. It is this inter-bloc conten
tion, leading in the direction of world 
war, which is principally shaping the 
development of things, including devel
opments within the U.S. bloc. Japan, for 
example, cannot pursue its own imperial
ist interests except as a subordinate mem
ber of a bloc headed by one of the super
powers, and thus must (and does) recog
nize U.S. political and military leader
ship. On the other hand the U.S., as boss 
of its bloc, must pull it together concrete- 

•'ri"r its own leadership as rapidly as 
preparation for war.

Continued on page 19
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of its assets overseas, made $1.2 billion in 
profits even though it lost money on its 
U.S. operations, while in the past two 
years foreign operations have mitigated 
its losses as the company went into the 
red. In another striking illustration, 
GM’s 1980overseas operations, conduct-. 
ed on the basis of 27% of its total assets, 
were responsible for a full 90% of its 
profits that year.

But nonetheless profits overall have 
been falling drastically, including 
abroad. In the context of the world crisis 
of the 1970s, the industry’s overseas ad
vantages begin to turn into their opposite 
as capital runs into its own inherent 
limits, the very disarticulation and distor
tions which imperialism introduces in the 
countries of the “third world” becoming 
barriers to its further expansion there. At 
the same time, as the crisis deepens, there 
is an increasing tendency for each im
perialist to protect its home market 
against other imperialist intruders. 
Earlier the U.S., as the chief beneficiary 
of the new division of the world brought 
about by World War 2, upheld free 
trade” because it could benefit from 
knocking down the trade restrictions of 
its lesser imperialist rivals in Europe and 
Japan, and even now the U.S. does not 
principally advocate protectionism. 
Nonetheless, there are tendencies in this 
direction and the auto industry, in par
ticular, has recently been pushing for pro
tection against imported cars.
Protectionism and Uneven Development

Not coincidentally, in relation to pro
tectionism the same sequence can be seen 
in the U.S. as observed above in problem 
industries internationally. It is not so long 
ago that the steel industry was pushing 
for protection against foreign competi
tion (imported steel), and it was the auto 
industry (along with its loyal lackies in the 
UAW) which decried these moves and 
waved the banner of “free trade.” Now it 
is auto which seeks protection against im
ports. Earlier it had been the textile in
dustry which wanted protection: already 
by the early 1960s the U.S. had pushed 
other major trading countries into an 
agreement to restrain the import of cot
ton textiles. By the late 1960s, however, 
imports (especially of synthetic textiles) 
were once again causing acute problems 
for this industry, and after several years 
of pressuring by the U.S., arrangements 
were worked out with Japan and other 
suppliers to cut back on the growth of im
ports into the U.S. Next it was steel’s turn 
to feel the heat, resulting in the U.S. im
position of “trigger prices” in the late 
1970s, which effectively set minimum 
prices to stem the influx of cheaper im
ported steel.

An important aspect of the problems 
for the U.S. that made for these protec
tionist tendencies arose from the uneven 
development of the different imperialists. 
Let’s take Japan as an example, since the 
contradictions of uneven development 
are sharpest in this case and show up 
pointedly in the auto industry, although 
the same is true to varying degrees for se
veral other imperialists of the U.S. bloc. 
Over the course of the present post-WW2 
economic and political spiral, Japan has 
developed its national productive forces 
at a faster pace than the U.S. The U.S. 
had come out of World War 2, of course, 
as the undisputed king of the imperialist 
manure pile. In this position it did not 
face a necessity to sweepingly revamp its 
industry, for not only did the U.S. have 
the most powerful and productive indus
trial base in the world, and one that had 
come through the war quite unscathed, 
but in the postwar world the U.S. could 
rely on the privileges of its kingpin posi
tion. For Japan, of course, just the oppo
site was the case: not only did it face the 
necessity of rebuilding what had been de
stroyed during the war — a rebuilding, 
naturally, taking place on the basis of 
more modern,.1950s and 1960s, technol
ogy — but it had to come from behind as 
an imperialist power. The more advanced 
technological base of Japanese industry 
meant more efficient and productive ca
pital, thereby enabling Japanese capital
ists to produce commodities more cheap
ly and undersell those from the U.S. and 
other countries. This circumstance, along 
with some direct fostering by the U.S. for 
political reasons (see below), enable' '•>. 
pan to advance at a more rapid rau 
imperialist power in the context of the



Cover of recent United Auto Workers publication “Solidarity” graphically illustrates 
view propagated by imperialist labor lieutenants and a variety of leftist opportunists: 
unemployment is portrayed as arising out of a combination of the failure to “buy 
American” and the evil policies of the administration. Not only does this actively 
mislead workers as to the real nature of the crisis which is throwing them out of 
work, but Its political effect is to seek to enlist them into the cause of U.S. im
perialism as it gears up to fight Its equally imperialist rival bloc.
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ters’ war, the violent redivision of the 
world, and as part of the same process 
things being thrown up for grabs politi
cally and the real possibility of an im
perialist crisis being turned into a crisis of 
imperialism in a number of areas of the 
world. The objective political effect of 
this is to promote national chauvinism, 
just as the UAW leaders are so proficient 
at. In this context, the whole effort to 
focus the attention of workers and the 
masses of people exclusively on cutbacks, 
“givebacks,” and the dread spectre of 
“Reaganomics” is profoundly stultifying 
and reactionary. How can it be anything 
but politically stultifying and demoral
izing to hold your sights down to the 
mundane and day-to-day at a time when 
the tremors of the approaching shake-up 
of the whole world are beginning to be 
felt? And how can it be anything but reac
tionary to attempt to harness workers to 
the imperialist war machine by urging 
them to exert every effort to hang on to 
the gold on their chains?

For auto workers — as well as those in 
steel, rubber, and a whole section of the 
working class comprising most of those 
in the most large-scale and unionized in* 
dustries in the U.S. — do have gilded 
chains, in that they occupy a better-off 
position within the working class and are 
in fact paid above the value of their labor 
power. While partly resulting from their 
struggles over the years, this is principally 
due to the kingpin position of the U.S. 
imperialists in the spiral since World War 
2 and the fact that they and their agents 
have been able to consciously buy off this 
section of workers. Now these same im
perialists are losing their ability to do so, 
and they are definitely worried about the 
possibility of losing their hold on this im
portant section (although it is not, con
trary to typical “Marxist” wisdom, the 
most important section) of the working 
class. Further, with regard to auto 
workers, not only are they often concen
trated in the decaying cities which express 
so well some of the contradictions of im
perialism, but there is the fact that this in
dustry, especially in these cities, contains 
very many Black workers, who may have 
been thrown a sop in the form of a well
paying job in the last 10 years or so, but

whose consciousness of their national op
pression and experience in political strug
gle make them an explosive element 
among those who are being thrown out of 
work.

It may be that auto workers will not 
move into sharp struggle as a result of 
these wage cutbacks and layoffs. In fact 
there is very little sign of a wave of protest 
now, and in general there is not any 
necessary or one-to-one correlation be
tween a decline in living standards and 
militancy or intensity of struggle on the 
part of those affected. Economic bad 
times don’t necessarily touch off strug
gle, which has to do rather with factors 
like the overall conditions in society, the 
experiences of different sections of the 
masses, and political conditions overall. 
But whether or not an immediate struggle 
is in the offing, the hard reality of (he 
necessities of U.S. imperialism is forcing 
itself upon sections of the better-paid 
workers whose buying-off has been a 
crucial part of the domestic strategy of 
the U.S. bourgeoisie. The illusions of the 
“American Dream” which had been 
fostered in them are being shattered, and 
many have the possibility of seeing that 
the whole thing is a dead end.

When the Super Bowl was played this 
year at the Silverdome in the depressed 
auto town of Pontiac (unemployment 
rate 24%) just outside Detroit, an unem
ployed auto worker was asked by News
week what he thought of the event: “‘I 
love football,’ says Peter Dunham, who 
was laid off from his job at the Cadillac 
plant eighteen months ago, ‘but this thing 
ain’t for us. It’s for people who have 
everything. I resent the hell out of this. If 
they don’t do something real here and do 
it fast, there’s going to be civil war.” Cer
tainly the bourgeoisie fears such sponta
neous sentiments, which is why they are 
attempting to demoralize people and are 
mounting such a blatant campaign to 
create public opinion both among auto 
workers and more broadly that “the era 
of confrontation is over.” And although 
various “leftists” may insist on the 
necessity of trade-union confrontations, 
this is for the same purpose of avoiding 
political confrontation with imperialism.
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These aspects have come out in the ma- 
neuvenngs and dealings of the two impe
rialists around the auto question, for ex
ample Thus when Ford Motor Company ' 
and the United Auto Workers brought 
suit in 1980 to get an import quota impos
ed on foreign-made cars, the U.S. Inter
national Trade Commission rejected it in 
a concessionary move in relation to 
Japan designed to tighten the bloc. In the 
meantime, however, the U.S. continued 
to put pressure on its junior partner and 
finally extracted a “voluntary” commit
ment by Japan to cut auto exports to the 
U.S. by 7.7% in 1981. (Finally, in fitting 
conclusion, it has turned out that these 
voluntary Japanese quotas have not help
ed the U.S. industry at all so far, for U.S. 
sales have been so depressed that Japa
nese cars have been able to continue to 
hold their share of the market without 
overstepping the numerical quotas — a 
situation that will probably continue for 
most of this year.)

Grandiose Schemes
In this situation the U.S, industry has 

put forward grandiose plans for a huge 
investment program of $80 billion over 
the next 3 to 5 years, an unprecedented 
program which, an industry magazine 
points out, would be “the fastest, most 
expensive and far-reaching change in in
dustrial history.” Now it’s true that in
vestments of this magnitude would pro
bably be necessary to restore the competi
tiveness and profitability of the U.S. in
dustry. But something of this magnitude 
is hardly in the cards. Chrysler, of course, 
is still struggling just to keep afloat (and 
the relatively tiny American Motors has 
already effectively been absorbed by the , in order to meet the competition from Ja- 
French company Renault), while Ford 
and General Motors had reportedly ex
hausted their working capital by the end 
of 1981 and were having to borrow $3 bil
lion just to keep current programs on 
track, while GM (the only company 
which did not report a loss last year) had 
already had to postpone or cancel some 
$8 billion worth of new programs. The 
combination of the world slump in auto 
and the high interest rates (which them
selves are closely related to the crisis of 
U.S. imperialism and the necessities it im
poses) make it impossible to raise the 
needed capital. This fact is reflected in a 
recent Chase Manhattan Bank study of 
the world auto industry which predicts 
that the world market will continue to be 
depressed, with the U.S. market a parti
cular low spot (relative to the past) within 
it, and that U.S. companies will be unable 
to make a comeback and regain their for
mer position.

But in fact this study does not represent 
the actual plans of the imperialists for the 
future. Rather, these schemes and their 
impossibility offer another way of seeing 
how the overarching rivalry of the two 
blocs and the resulting motion toward 
war is actually the dynamic which is most 
shaping things. The floating of grand 
auto investment plans is very reminiscent 
of talk of the “reindustrialization ol 
America.” This was a watchword not so 
long ago among capitalists and then 
spokesmen, who pointed to the need to 
revamp U.S. industry across the board m 
order to restore the U.S. competitive 
position internationally. In fact the U.S. 
imperialists are spending hundreds of bil
lions of dollars, not on a general program 
of reinvigorating U.S. industry, 
revamping the U.S. military mac i , 
and on war preparations generally. The 
contradictions and crisis within the U.S. 
bloc by itself cannot exP.la'",his: 
can the crisis in the Soviet bloc. It is the 
dialectical relation between the crisis i 
the U.S. bloc, the crisis in the Sove bloc, 
and the rivalry between the two> whtch ac 
counts for the situation in which 
perialists are caught — a situat . 
which they cannot escape except through

U.S. auto industry, and explain ha 
principally shapes the bourgeois e r 
sponse to it. Recall, for example, die ban 
out of Chrysler Corporation After a 
period of sharp debate among the bo 
geoisie. it was ^f^Xnment-

wttXe^ 
economically, and its importance

U.S. defense structure. The same is true 
to an even greater extent in relation to the 
automobile industry as a whole, which 
now finds itself somewhat closer to the 
position of Chrysler in 1979.

In this context the question is not one 
of revamping the auto industry, but of 
keeping it alive and walking, and here the 
same factors mentioned above in connec
tion with Chrysler come into play. It is 
crucial for the bourgeoisie to keep the in
dustry generally viable because, in the 
first place, it has tremendous ramifica
tions throughout the national economy: 
about one to six jobs in the U.S., for ex
ample, is directly or indirectly related to 
automobile production. And secondly, 
the industry is quite militarily significant. 
This does not arise only from the fact that 
an auto company may make some parti
cular item of military equipment, for this 
function could always be incorporated 
into another company. Chrysler, for in
stance, has been the manufacturer of the 
army’s main new tank, but the company 
has just been forced to sell its tank divi
sion (its most profitable arm) to General 
Dynamics. Rather, its military signifi
cance lies in the fact that war requires the 
mobilization of an imperialist country’s 
whole productive capacity, in which this 
industry plays an important part in terms 
of its place within the total structure and 
its ability or organize key resources, skills 
and technology. This is what was noted 
by a Department of Transportation study 
on the auto industry last year, which 
stressed the need for “this industry’s pro
duction capacity” as “a vital mobilizing 
force in our defense capability.”

This is the background for the renego
tiation of contracts with the auto work
ers. The companies point to the fact that 

panese companies, they have to cut their 
costs while massively expanding their in
vestments, and they claim that U.S. 
workers get almost $9 more per hour in 
wages and benefits than their Japanese 
counterparts. Now as we’ve seen, the in
dustry’s crisis does not arise simply from 
Japanese competition, and the general 
scenario for the future is not one of U.S. 
companies making massive investments 
and meeting “the Japanese challenge” 
within the present framework of things. 
But they do have to keep from going 
under (which may include some big in
vestments — as much as they can swing). 
Even staying on their feet and keeping 
from going under involves cutting the 
costs of production as much as possible, 
and where else can the companies concen
trate their cost-cutting than in the cost of 
labor-power.

Economist Chauvinism
With only subtle variations, the unani

mous cry of the multifarious opportunist 
organizations of the U.S. left has been: 
“Auto workers must fight back against 
company attacks on the wages and bene
fits they have won. If Japanese wages arc 
lower, then they should be raised rather 
than U.S. wages lowered. The companies 
say they’re broke, but they have the 
money. And if the companies are in cri
sis, let them bear the costs, not the work
ers.” This line, playing upon the sponta
neous tendencies of the workers, is dead 
wrong. To put it bluntly, from the stand
point of political economy the companies 
and the UAW have a better case than do 
these “champions of labor.” What is 
wrong is not the reasoning of the compa
nies and the UAW, but the premise which 
the assortment of "communists” and 
other reformists share with them: name
ly, that the horizon of the workers’ inte
rests is bounded by the system of impe
rialism.

This economist approach and political 
line attempts to concentrate the attention 
of workers on the narrowest concerns. 
Actually it comes down to the view that 
workers should focus on bread-and-but- 
ter issues and leave political concerns to 
the imperialists. This line is pragmatic 
and at bottom deeply unrealistic and 
reactionary, seeking to preserve illusions 
and cover up the actual issues at stake to
day. For the question which is in reality 
facing workers and the masses of people 
generally in the U.S. today is noi that of 
faring better or worse within the politi- 
cal/economic context that has existed 
since World War 2. This whole frame
work is being thrown increasingly into 
question by the motion of the contradic
tions of the imperialist system itself, and 
he real issues being thrown upon the 

agenda of history are those of a slavemas-
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I’m A Warrior
Continued from page 5
you can't say, “No, I ain’t takin’ this 
pill.” So what happened was anyone who 
had a hjain injury, this special tool was 
implanted into their brain. I never saw it 
successful. 1 saw 15 people in the course 
of a year and a half, who were made into 
total vegetables trying to perfect 
Jackson’s Shunt. That’s military experi
mentation. That’s what Western 
medicine is about. It doesn't care about 
people. The only thing it cares about is 
technology. At the time, 1 was working in 
the intensive care unit, 1 saw a man who 
had severe anemia, and every 4 hours my 
assignment was to torture him. His body 
was decomposing, and we were keeping 
him alive with machines, because tech
nology was the thing. We didn’t care 
about his life, orthequality of hislife, the 
only thing we cared about was keeping 
him alive. He had a severe form of 
anemia, he had been bed-ridden for 7 
years. His bones were sticking out of his 
body from decubitus ulcers (bed sores), 
from where he had been bed-ridden for so 
long. 1 was one of the people who was 
assigned, practically every day when I 
went to work, because 1 was a good 
soldier. They told me that this is what was 
needed to be done and I believed them. 
And every four hours I would go in and I 
would change his dressings, and 1 would 
pour boric acid into his wounds, and hear 
him ask me to kill him, every four hours, 
and ask me why was I keeping him alive?

At that point, I started to question 
Western medicine, and what they were 
doing with technology that they were us
ing. I saw a lot of people who were saved 
on that intensive care unit. The criteria 
for getting into it was that you had to be 
50% dead before you ever saw us. There 
were a lot of people who were able to be 
kept alive with the technology that was 
used. But 1 saw the extent that they took 
technology to.

We stopped thinking about patients. 
We didn’t call them by their names. We 
called them by their disease. Wc totally 
dehumanized ourselves because we work
ed with so much death, because that is 
what we are doing. Well, I want to enter 
the case of Fred Albright, because one 
night he was choking to death, and the 
nurse ordered me to clear his airways: I 
refused. 1 was not going to be a part of 
keeping him alive one moment longer. 
That was when 1 first started to gel an 
idea of what Western medicine was really 
about. I still didn’t understand what was 
going on in the military. I still thought I 
was getting a good education and that 1 
was going to be able to do something with 
this training. I still saw it as a way to 
break through my chains of oppression. 
Then I was sent to Guam in 1973.

In 1975, I was there when Operation 
New Life happened. When the Viet
namese were coming back, with the 
massive boat exodus, when thousands 
and thousands were sent from Vietnam to 
Guam. 1 saw what was going on with the 
baby market then. Any baby that came in 
that was healthy and well-fed, was set up 
with parents and families back in the 
United States. This was one of the biggest 
baby markets set up in the ’70s. It was 
then, that I started to look at these peo
ple. And 1 started to understand that the 
reason 1 joined the military was so that 1 
could break my chains. And 1 saw those 
people after the things they had under
gone in Vietnam, and 1 saw all the pro- ’ 
paganda I had undergone: 1 had believed 
that all a Vietnamese was, was a gook; 1 
had no idea that they were human beings; 
and 1 was trained like that in the military. 
And the whole way that they were dealt 
with and the way we talked about them 
was to make the Vietnamese less than 
human—they were not human beings, 
they were something else. And at that 
time, that's when I decided that I could 
no longer support the military. Because 
here were these people who were just like 
me. These people just wanted a life, some 
land and a job. They had come to 
America for the same reason that 1 had 
joined the military; and they have seen 
what had happened to the people on their 
land: the genocide that went on, the 
genocide that wiped out three tribes of 
people, this testimony was given at the 
San Francisco hearings. Yet they still 
bought the line, because America was

handing out a lot of sweets and a lot of 
candy. It was at that time that 1 decided. 
I’ve got to do something, I’ve got to start 
making a stand. I became known as a 
hell-raiser, ended up getting out of the 
military, but I spent 7 years, looking and 
understanding what was going on.

When 1 got out, I didn’t know what to 
do. With all the stuff that 1 had, 1 
thought, at least I can get a job. So 1 went 
out looking for a job. Well, what I’m 
trained at is combat war medicine. So 
what I can do is drive an ambulance, or 1 
can work' at the minimum wage in an 
emergency room as an attendant. But I 
was given no skills. 1 was given nothing 
but war; I was trained at war. Well, OK 
I’m a warrior. Now there were 7,400

On November 11, 1971 I gave 
my oath of allegiance to the 
United States of America..On 
the 10th of August 1981, I 
revoked all allegiance to the 
United States of America, and I 
stand in unity with the people 
of the world, who are rising up 
to break down this system. I 
give that oath right now.

My own experience in medical ex
perimentation was that in 1973, 1 was 
given a special test that was called a radio
active uptake test which is the common 
test done for people who have thyroid ab
normalities. After that happened, my 
thyroid gland started to grow. And I said, 
“Hey, what’s going on here, I have this 
mass!” And they said: “Hey, it’s within 
normal limits; the test showed that you 
have a little bit of a ‘hot’ spot on one side 
of your gland, but it’s okay. It’s all within 
normal limits.” Two years later, I 
developed rheumatoid arthritis, to the 
point where I was bed-ridden for three 
days a week, and could not longer func
tion without lying down for every two 
hours. They said there was no connec
tion. My neck continued to grow. 1 was 
discharged, disabled in 1978. When I got 
out, 1 went to the Feminist Women’s 
Health Center, I started hearing about 
New Age techniques of body cleansing, 
changing the diet, nutritional ways to 
heal disease. Within a year, with strict 
diet regimentation, 1 have healed myself 
of all the symptoms of rheumatoid ar
thritis. But my neck continued to grow. 
When 1 came to a point where an investi
gation started about what was really go
ing on, I found out that cancer, rheuma
toid arthritis arc all related. They’re im
mune diseases. I believe that experimen
tation they did by utilizing that test on me 
with radioactivity was the onset of the 
growth of a massive tumor within my 
body. Now, when I go to Western 
medicine, they say, oh no, that’s not how 
it is. But I’ve seen that there is a steady 
progressive change in my body since that 
test happened, that had never happened 
to me in my life before. One thing that 
happened to me was that on International 
Women’s Day, was the first time that 1 
ever came out publicly to speak on my 
anti-imperialist views, as a representative 
of the 11th Hour Battalion (IWD 
1981—RW). It was one of the most 
strongest things I’ve ever done, and 1 felt 
it was an incredible purge. What happen
ed to me after I made that political an
nouncement, within four hours, my skin 
turned yellow, 1 shitted yellow for the 
next two weeks and my body stayed 
yellow, which is a sign of the detoxifica
tion of the liver. And my tumor went 
down by half. No one has ever made the 
connection between political awareness 
and healing. Well I’m making it now. [ J

The Mass Proletarian War 
Crimes Tribunal can be con
tacted by writing to: 
War Crimes Tribunal 
339 Lafayette St. 
New York, New York 
or by calling: 
(212) 674-7820

at all.
Q: 1 heard an interesting story about the 
pants that you are wearing. Could you ex
plain what they are?
A: These are special pants put out by the 
United States Army, that are set up for 
chemical warfare. One thing is that when 
you are in a chemical warfare, the stuff 
goes through your clothes, so these are 
made with a double lining. So you wear 
clothes underneath them. When the 
chemical gases are sprayed, it doesn’t go 
through your skin so quickly. So I think 
you're going to be seeing in demonstra
tions that it might be a good idea to get 
some baggy clothes. One thing that I do 
want to say is that I have seen the effects 
of people coming forward. After the War 
Crimes Tribunal happened in San Fran
cisco, it happened in the Mission District.. 
A lot of stuff came down around it. May 
Day followed right behind. There were 
more than 200 people who came out for 
May Day. I saw a lot of people from the 
RCP, from the Chiang Ching Brigade, 
from the Committee in Support of the 
Iranian Revolution, from the Black 
Women’s Revolutionary Council, from 
the Oakland Feminist Women’s Health 
Center, who were all out there in support 
of May Day. We marched for a block and 
a half. And what happened was the police 
came down with guerrilla tactics. We 
were surrounded, blocked off between 
two streets, they immediately came in and 
started beating everyone’s heads. They 
used billyclubs, they had special target 
people they went after. There was one 
woman that was a known agitator who 
was unable to get off the streets and went 
into a restaurant. They found her in the 
restaurant and 12 police took her into an 
alley and beat her. When she was taken 
into the police vah, they removed all the 
other women in the police van into the 
police station, left her alone for an hour 
and a half, locked up in a closed van, 
while she was suffering severe injuries. 
She suffered many fractures of the ribs, 
broke her wrists, every part of her body 
was bruised. You could see where they 
really worked over her legs, especially the 
right one where they tried to break it. 
They tried to kill her. The one thing that 
she said, that really got me was the whole 
time they were doing this, she never stop
ped agitating. She said, “1 may have lost

CORRECTION
May 1st was proclaimed a worldwide 
holiday by the founding congress of the 
Second International in Paris, 1889, and 
not by the first International workers’ 
association led by Karl Marx as incorrect
ly stated in last week’s RW.

consciousness, but I never lost my class 
consciousness.” When they came down 
in the Mission, one thing they reallv 
wanted to show was that they were noi 
going to let people rise up. But exactly the 
opposite happened. On the spot, a thou 
sand dollars was contributed for bail 
money for the people who were being 
taken to jail. Anyone that they saw on the 
side of the street, who looked like they 
were in the least bit sympathetic was 
dragged into the street, and beaten and 
arrested.
Q: Could you talk a little bit more about 
what the point of Operation New Life 
was about. And also some of your own 
experience with some medical experimen- 
tation in the navy that was done on you? 
A: Operation New Life was set up for the 
people who supported the forces in 
America. So this was their goodie. It was 
like, ok, you helped us, we know that 
when the new regime comes in, you’ll be 
executed for the stuff that you did. So 
we’re going to set you up and give you a 
new life. It was meant as a bribery. And 
most of the people that I know and talked 
with (and I wasn’t able to talk to all the 
masses there, so I just talked to those' I 
met) were quite surprised when they came 
to Guam and were put into relocation 
centers, that were your basic typical con
centration camps. And then they were 
sent off to other places that were similar 
to this all over. Their whole idea was that 
when they came to America, they would 
get land, they would have a job and they 
would have equal opportunities.

women that served combat time in Viet
nam. When they’re talking about this 
draft, they’re saying, heck, women have 
never served combat time. Well, that’s 
garbage! There were 7,400 who served in 
Vietnam. When 1 look and see the way 
the military is going on, they’re willing to 
use women the same way they use men, 
classically, to fight their war. On this 
show, “Defense of America,” there was 
a general who came up who was talking 
about the integrated battlefield, about 
how they are ready to fight a war that will 
be composed of conventional, nuclear, 
and chemical warfare. The question was 
asked of him: “Well, what are you going 
to do? Isn’t that going to take a lot of 
people?” He said, "Oh yeah, that’s going 
to take a lol of people.” That’s when 1 
realized that 1 was not going to support 
the military in any way.

I do not believe in the equal rights that 
says that women can be used in the police 
force and in the military, to be used as 
cannonfodder, to carry out the 
imperialistic gains that they want to. I’m 
a revolutionary. I'm a founding member 
of the 11th Hour Battalion of Oakland, 
California. Wc are a set of women who 
arc on for revolution, and we believe that 
that is the only way to deal with im
perialism. I’m also a co-conspirator. I’m 
also a Witch. There are many things that I 
do. But there is one thing that 1 have 
decided. In working with the War Crimes 
Tribunal in San Francisco it was the first 
time that 1 had really understood what 
was going on. It was the first time that 
anyone wanted to hear my story of what 
it was like to be a woman in the military. 
And 1 say, that the War Crimes Tribunal 
is painting a picture. Imperialism likes to 
diffuse what it is doing, it likes to not let 
you know what’s going on, so you believe 
it's all good. Well, it’s not good.

On November 11, 1971 I gave my oath 
of allegiance to the United States of 
America. On the 10th of August, 1981, 1 
revoked all allegiance to the United Slates 
of America, and 1 stand in unity with the 
people of the world, who are rising up to 
break down this system. I give that oath 
right now. One thing in the occult 
sciences, is that red stands for survival, 
and I think that raising the red flag is the 
only way that we’re going to survive.
Q: Could you explain more about the 
baby market?
A: Well, they had a lot of children who 
were coming back. And when the mass 
exodus happened, what they did was take 
all the babies on one plane, and bring 
them in. As soon as they got there, they 
would look them over, make sure there 
was no disease, then immediately ship

y^basic baby market. And 
was real’y JurSts^ where these children

babies that appeared magical y
island of Guam.
Q: What did they do with the babies th 
were diseased?
A- They had massive hospital tent , 
because of the severity of disease th 
happens to people who have: been ma war 
torn state for many years. A lot ol them 
were simply taken to the relocation 
camps " you weren’t healthy they left 

you with your family.
o- Were there any attempts to find out 
whether any of these babies had parents 
or any other family?
A: Not to my knowledge. There was none
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This cut-off of funds affected 
250,000-300,000 women a year. Shortly 
thereafter, however, the right-to-Iife 
hyenas decided that even this wording 
gave too much latitude to women, or, as 
Ronald Reagan put it, provided them 
with a “loophole.” Congress soon passed 
a law barring the use of federal funds for 
abortions in cases of rape and incest, 
estimated to affect another 100,000 
women a year.

The states, taking their cue from the 
feds, have put more restrictions on abor
tions. While a few states like New York 
have opted to cover the loss in federal 

. funds for abortions with state money, 
many others like Illinois have passed laws 
patterned on the Hyde Amendment to 
ban the use of state funds to pay for abor
tions.

And Cook County (Illinois) Board 
President George Dunne has gone both 
the state and the feds one better. On Oc
tober 21, 1980 he ruled that no abortions 
would be performed at Cook County 
Hospital, Chicago’s only public hospital, 
regardless of whether or not the woman 
can pay. This touched off a wave of op
position from women who feared a 
return to the days before abortion was 
legalized when Cook County Hospital
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text, and so on. Changes of wording were 
comrponplace, all designed to present 
evolution as “just one of many possible 
interpretations of the data.” (See chart 
for examples of these under the influence 
of the 1973 California guidelines.) In An
chorage, Alaska, by 1981 the ridiculous 
situation existed whereby ninth grade 
history teachers had been ordered to omit 
text passages dealing with evolution until 
the school board could concoct addition
al material on divine creation. And in the 
Feb. 11-17 issue of Nature, a biologist has 
written in to protest Overton’s rulings 
about what is “out of the province of 
evolution” and has pointed out that use 
of his text, Evolutionary Biology, has 
been restricted in many places because of 
its prominent discussion of the origins of 
life from an evolutionary standpoint.

All the text changes prior to 1981, it 
should be noted, took place without the 
need for one major -courtroom show
down. However, emboldened by the gen
eral political climate of the last two years, 
the creationists decided to step up (heir 
efforts in court in pursuit of “equal 
time,” thus setting the stage for the court 
cases in California and Arkansas. Cur
rently, bills arc pending in over 20 slates 
which seek to put the stamp of approval 
on “balanced treatment” — which alrea
dy exists de facto in many places.

* * *

tionists, but that it is a direct attempt to 
rope in those who are sickened by the 
open god-family-and-flag types and their 
crusade for ignorance and devotion to the 
authorities from the father, to the presi
dent, to the Father. The judge and his li
beral friends are no doubt turned off by 
the Moral Majority et al. and all their 
crudities. Why, they give religion such a 
bad name, just like they give the flag and 
the country a bad name. In fact, Discover 

. magazine, which so vehemently reiterat
ed its “profound respect for religion,” 
added to its summation of the Arkansas 
decision: “.. .it was not only evolution 
that was under attack in Arkansas, but 
geology, biology, chemistry, cosmology, 
and, indeed, all of science. And to under
mine science, especially when the United 
Stales is beginning to lose its leadership in 
technology and even in some areas of re
search, is to undermine America ....”

Now this is a lofty view of science in
deed! In fact one could not find clearer 
statements of what the bottom line of the 
bourgeoisie’s interest in science is than 
from these liberals — it should get about 
meeting the scientific and technological 
needs of U.S. imperialism (mainly for 
corporations and the military) and give 
“the nation” the respect of others for its 
achievements. But other than that it 
should not be heard from. Certainly, at
tempts of science to oust religion in any 
basic kind of way must bedcall with. This 
is what the Arkansas decision has attempt
ed to enshrine.

to get an abortion. But after visiting 
several clinics, she learned that Illinois 
law requires anyone more than three 
months pregnant to have the abortion 
performed in a hospital. At a total cost of 
around $1,000, this was an impossible 
sum for Lorrie and her boyfriend to come 
up with. She also learned that Medicaid 
would not pay for the abortion. Lorrie 
became more and more despondent over 
the situation until finally she borrowed 
her boyfriend’s .22 calibre pistol and shot 
herself in the abdomen. Her boyfriend 
rushed her to the hospital where the six- 
month-old aborted fetus was removed by 
Caesarean section. Two days later, while 
she was still recovering in the hospital, 
criminal charges were brought against 
both of them.

The Hyde Amendment was enacted on 
June 30,1980 when it was upheld by a rul
ing of the U.S. Supreme Court. The 
original statute allowed federally-funded 
abortions for women on welfare only in 
cases where “the life of the mother would 
be endangered if the fetus were carried to 
term; or except for such medical pro
cedures necessary for the victims of rape 
or incest, where such rape or incest has 
been reported promptly to a law enforce
ment agency or public health service.”
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and metaphysical interpretation and 
“bring it into harmony” with religion.

Evolution has always been presented in 
the U.S. public schools — if at all — in 
piecemeal and superficial fashion. Even 
though a technical reversal of the Scopes 
trial had laid the legal basis for its inclu
sion in the curriculum by 1930, a survey 
conducted in 1959, on the centennial of 
the publication of Darwin’s Origin of the 
Species, found that “the teaching of bio
logy in public schools was dominated by 
‘antiquated religious traditions’ and that 
it barely referred to modern research in 
population genetics and related areas that 
increasingly refined and supported the 
concept of evolution.” (Cited in Scienti
fic American, April 1976)

But in the aftermath of the Soviet 
Union’slaunchingofSputnik in 1957and 
the general panic about a “science and 
technology gap’ ’ which hit the U .S. bour
geoisie, the National Science Foundation 
established an overall program for up
grading school science and math curricu
la which had as one of its components the 
Biological Sciences Curriculum Study, 
which received $7 million to create 
modern biology courses for the public 
schools. Three “model” textbooks were 
developed, all based on evolutionary 
ideas, which were described as “the warp 
and woof of modern biology.” Thus, in 
the 1960s and ’70s, if you attended a ma
jor urban high school, it was possible to 
run into at least a few elementary con
cepts and conclusions of evolution the
ory.
Cutting Evolution Out of the Textbooks

The bourgeoisie, however, facing the 
necessity to shore up its reactionary social 
base for use against progressive move
ments and ideas generally and to promote 
backward ideology broadly, was soon to 
set about the task of systematically un
leashing a new “creationist movement.” 
Operating principally through local 
school boards, taking as their platform 
the idea that the spread of evolutionary 
ideas and the associated undermining of 
religion was responsible for the social up
heaval of the ’60s, and increasingly don
ning the mask of the completely phony 
“creation science,” the creationists soon 
met with some successes. According to 
one study, between 1974 and 1977, the 
section on Darwin’s life in one text was 
pared from 1,373 words to 45. Discussion 
of the origins of life on earth went from 
2,023 words to 322. Text devoted to Dar
win’s view of evolution shrank from 
2,750 words to 296. Sections on fossil for
mation and geological eras were deleted 
entirely. In addition, there were instances 
of removing the word “evolution” from 
the index, consigning it to just one chap
ter atid not developing its implications for 
all the topics taken up throughout the
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THE MURDER AND MAIMING OF WOMEN,
OF U.S. GOV’TH

reserved an enlire 40-bcd ward, called the 
Septic Abortion Ward, for women who 
were victims of botched or self-induced 
abortions. Since this ruling was enacted, 
Cook County Hospital reports that the 
number of women admitted into the 
emergency room with massive bleeding 
and internal injuries from attempts at 
self-abortion has risen from zero io two 
per week.

A counselor at a local abortion clinic, 
the Midwest Population Center, also said 
she has seen enough of an increase in self
induced abortions “to make me 
nervous.” She cited cases of women ad
mitted to the clinic who attempted to 
abort their pregnancies by covering a 
tampon with vaseline and dipping it in 
sulfa powder, by douching with iodine, 
and another woman who became ex
tremely sick after swallowing several 
packages of her friend’s birth control 
pills.

This, combined with felony prosecu
tions, is an excellent example of the cur
rent “offerings” of U.S. imperialist 
society to women, in particular women 
from the proletariat. 

The demented logic of the official 
representatives of morality, law and 
pub he decency, who populate the 
legislative bodies of this country reached 
high levels recently in the case of an 
18-year-old Black woman and her 
boyfriend who were recently convicted of 
the felony charge of “performing an il
legal abortion.” Lorrie Gray and 
Nicholas Hamilton of the Chicago 
suburb of Robbins were both sentenced 
to two years probation on February 16.

In the past few years, especially since 
the passage of the notorious “Right to 
Life Hyde Amendment banning virtual
ly all federally-funded abortions for the 
poor, growing numbers of women have 
been left little choice but to turn to back- 
alley butchers or to dangerous attempts at 
self-abortion. Having forced them into 
this perilous predicament, the 
bourgeoisie has seized on the desperation 
of these women to paint them as 
murderesses and criminals bent on 
stamping out human life. This in turn is 
used as further ammunition in the current 
campaign to wipe out legal abortions 
altogether. The U.S. government is 
directly responsible for what happened to 
Lorrie Gray. She was into her second 
trimester of pregnancy when she decided

Creationism,
Continued from page 7 
a few things in California.

First, they sowed confusion around the 
distinction between a “fact” and a 
“theory.” Whatever debate may go on 
among proponents of the theory of evo
lution as to exactly how and why the pro
cess has taken place — and there is no 
shortage of such debate, which is quite 
lively, in scientific circles — there is no 
serious disagreement about the fact that 
such a process has occurred. But the crea
tionists seek to seize on some of the unan
swered questions facing evolution theory 
to cast doubt on this scientifically indubi
table fact and so to open the door for 
“alternative viewpoints” about what has 
gone before us — in a word, religion.

Second, they made some preliminary 
use of the “falsifiability” doctrine, which 
has now been encoded by Judge Overton. 
According to the creationists’ argument, 
Darwinism “cannot be falsified” since it 
deals with many historically remote mat
ters which allegedly do not admit of ex
perimental investigation; therefore, it is 
not really a science, but rather a religion, 
“secular humanism,” and the one-sided 
propagation of it rather than “the crea
tion story" in the schools violates the 
church/state doctrine, or religious free
dom, or academic freedom, etc., etc. — 
all providing a firmer basis on which to 
argue for “equal time.”

Finally, the California decision, com
ing as it did in the textbook publishers’ 
biggest and trend-setting market, repre
sented a triumph for creationism in its 
fight to reverse the few concessions that 
had been made to evolutionary theory in 
biology texts in the 1960s.

The '60s were a time when the U.S. 
bourgeoisie faced a different freedom 
and necessity. There should be no illusion 
that they have ever had any great enthu
siasm for teaching the broad masses very 
much about evolution, but they have 
taught it to a certain degree, and in and ol 
itself it is not a threat to the impel lalists. 
After all, Charles Darw in was a bourgeois 
and believed in the doctrines of Malthus 
and Adam Smith. However, they’ haveal - 
wavs found certain aspects ol evolution 
theory dangerous. For example ..^om.

worldview thev seek to instill among Hie
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Intelligence
Continued from page I

Designed to produce uncontestable 
“scientific” evidence of its findings, the 
Pentagon spent $3.5 million on the study 
which was conducted by the National 
Opinion Research Center (NORC) of the 
University of Chicago. According to a 
Pentagon handout, “This marks the first 
time that a vocational aptitude test has 
been given to a nationally representative 
sample.” Administered to the 12,000 
youth, both men and women from all 
over the country, the test was the same 
vocational aptitude (ASAVAB) test ad
ministered to armed forces recruits. And 
while the statistical figures were poked 
and juggled in a dozen ways, the key 
figures pushed to the fore were that, on a 
scale of 0 to 100, the median white score 
was 59, while Latinos scored 23 and 
Blacks scored 17. Coupled with this 
report in most papers were statistics 
pointing out that Blacks make up one- 
third of all army recruits—a not-too- 
subtle message that in the troubled times 
ahead what might be called for is a 
“whiter” army—in the interests of good 
vocational aptitude, of course.

The liberal media of course all wrung 
their hands with pious concern that the 
report might be “misinterpreted.” Black 
columnist William Raspberry even 
jumped into the fray to defend the test, 
claiming that they provided valuable 
evidence of the need for some more refor
mist educational schemes. The common 
theme of the great liberal lament was that 
while it was the deplorable result of 
regrettable conditions, alas, everything 
the tests said were true. Speaking 
editorially, the Washington Post 
asserted, “The validity of these tests is, 
unfortunately, beyond dispute.. .They 
accurately predict the probability that a 
person will succeed in a wide-range of 
kinds of vocational training.” The 
viciousness of this Judas’ kiss by the 
liberal press was revealed by the Post’s 
front-page lead headline reading: 
“Blacks Score Below Whites in Pentagon 
Test,” which in the inside running head 
became ’’Young Blacks Score Much 
Lower Than Whites in Pentagon Test.” 
(Our emphasis—/? W)

While the official 90-page report “Pro
file of American Youth” was handed out 
liberally, after the story was originally 
leaked to the Washington Post to 
establish the “tone” of the reportage, a 
supplementary document was more selec
tively distributed. This “Executive Sum
mary” of the study was prepared by the 
NORC, to aid in “correctly” evaluating 
the statistics of the report. This Executive 
Summary has been obtained by the R W, 
and here even more scum oozes out.

Written by Dr. R. Darrell Bock, a pro
fessor in the Department of Education 
and Behavioral Science at the University 
of Chicago, and by one of his former 
students, the Executive Summary ex
plains that the poor showing of Blacks 
and Latinos on the test reflects “the pre
sent social separation of these 
groups... They are to a large extent both 
reproductively and culturally isolated.” 
For the slower-witted among the media 
minions, the Executive report goes on to 
spell it out in large block letters. Admit
ting that there are cultural influences, it 
continues:

“The fact that these socio-cultural 
groups are also in large degree reproduc
tively isolated, however, raises the 
possibility that the differences in test per
formance arise from differences in 
respective gene pools. Although no 
specific genes have been identified that 
can be proven to influence directly the 
types of abilities required by the voca
tional test, the fact that such test perfor
mance has been demonstrated to be 
broadly hereditable means that genotypic 
(in the genes—/? HO variation having an, 
at least, indirect influence on test perfor
mance must exist. It is therefore possible 
that some of the differences in the perfor
mance of these groups could be at
tributed to differing distributions of the 
favorable alleles (variations—R W) of 
such genes." (Our emphais—/? HO

The authors go on to say that of course 
social and cultural differences play a 
much larger role—but the seed is firmly 
planted. And while the New York Times 
and Washington Post run the “straight” 
story, merely reporting the “facts” that

is, the fact that most common traits are 
passed along through a complex interac
tion of genetic material and not as some 
simple one-to-one process of trait 
transfer like Gregor Mendel’s tall peas 
and short peas. The idea, however, that 
there is this “intelligence gene” which 
gives you either tall peas or short peas be
tween the ears hangs on doggedly, pro
moted by bourgeois pseudo-science.

Actually, even the idea of a “gene" in 
the sense of a specific unit of genetic 
material on a chromosome which passes 
on a trait in some one-to-one transfer 
process is a primitive idea, has never been 
demonstrated and is coming under in
creasing scientific challenge. This 
physical process is clearly more complex, 
involving broad interaction and varia
tion.

To all this we should add the blatant 
cultural bias of the tests administered in 
the Defense Department’s study. It is 
culturally biased because, if nothing else, 
it contained whole test sections on 
automotive mechanics and electronics. 
Now unless you are prepared to argue 
that certain races have stronger 
automotive and electronic genes than 
others, what we are really testing here is 
the degree to which cultural knowledge 
has been transmitted and not, as the 
Washington Post would have us believe, 
“the probability that a person will suc
ceed in a wide-range of kinds of voca
tional training.”

Here the test makers are even caught in 
a web of their own deceit. In the official 
DOD (Department of Defense) report 
Dr. Bock is quoted as assuring us that: 
“Data from responses of the profile of 
American Youth Sample to the 
ASAVAB are free from major effects, 
such as high levels of guessing or careless
ness, inappropriate levels of difficult, 
cultural test question bias, and incon
sistencies in test administration pro
cedures. They provide a sound basis for 
the estimation of population attri
butes...” Yet in the Executive Sum
mary, this same Dr. Bock turns around 
180 degrees and admits that: “The infor
mation required by the test is drawn from 
the artifacts of majority culture.... This 
would explain why the white samples, 
representing primarily the majority cul
ture, perform uniformly best on these 
tests”!

When bogus interpretations are chal
lenged, the testor habitually falls 
back on arguments about the mathemati
cal purity of his results. Thus when ques
tioned about the Profile of. American 
Youth Study, a spokesman for the 
NORC declared their study was “a 
statistically valid sample of the popula
tion” and its methods “more than ele
gant—it was the best I've ever seen”! 
Further, Dr. Bock was described as one 
of the leading “psychometricians” (one 
who measures psychological properties) 
in the country. Frankly, Bock strikes us 
only as a more elegant humbug, differing 
from his charlatan predecessors who 
measured skulls and elassifed “ape-ish” 
appearances in the service of the ruling 
class only in his rate of pay.

Women

Poison Gas from 
“Natural Ally”

military "advisors,” with helicopter gun
ships overhead to complete the picture 
already made familiar in Vietnam, 
Afghanistan and El Salvador.

The preparations for this sixth offen
sive had been disrupted earlier this winter 
when EPLF forces raided the airport in 
the occupied Eritrean capital of Asmara, 
destroying many MiG fighter-bombers 
and Russian-made M124 helicopter gun
ships. Then from Feb. 8-13, the EPLF 
launched a new series of preemptive at
tacks in several areas against massing 
Ethiopian forces, causing 2000 enemy 
casualties according to EPLF reports. It 
was after a sharp two-day battle with 
EPLF forces that the Ethiopian junta, 
forced to retreat to the open plains near 
the Red Sea, resorted to Soviet-supplied 
chemical warfare at Tirukruk:

whites scored 3 times as high as Blacks on 
“unbiased” tests, the Los Angeles Times 
news service syndicated the “deeper” 
genetic interpretation for broadcast 
across the country.

So here, after taking previous rubbings 
as when “race superiority” biologist Ar
thur Jensen was hooted down and driven 
off campuses by the righteous indigna
tion of outraged studentsand faculty, the 
“scientific” theory of race superiority 
raises its ugly face again—this time sup
ported by this $3.5 million government 
study on 12,000 individuals.

No Scientific Basis
So why are these “scientific” theories 

of racism necessarily wrong? They are 
wrong not because of the subjective 
desires of communists, or of oppressed 
peoples falsely labeled inferior, or of all 
justice-loving people to see them exposed 
as wrong; but rather, they are wrong 
because they do not correctly sum up the 
reality of the material world. Much scien
tific work and evidence has been built up 
against such theories. Stephen Jay 
Gould’s recently published book The 
Mismeasure of Man goes into this in 
depth, exposing along the way the 
outright quackery and forgery of this 
racist trend.

To begin with, the assertion that Black 
people in the U.S. constitute a “repro
ductively isolated” population and, 
hence have a restricted “gene pool,” as 
the report claims, is patent nonsense. One 
of the surprising discoveries of modern 
molecular chemistry is the degree to 
which there is genetic uniformity among 
human beings—that is, a wide variety of 
genetic traits is present throughout the 
entire human population. Looking be
yond the tiny handful of physical traits 
commonly associated with race to the 
complexities of blood chemistry, immune 
reactions, protein structure and so on, 
Homo sapiens display a remarkable lack 
of genetic differentiation. Skin color, for 
example, differentiated in the very recent 
past on evolutionary time scales (in a 
period measured only in tens of 
thousands of years, compared with at 
least 2 million for humans). Every size
able human population carries with them 
collectively the whole genetic ball game. 
This fact was expressed by Harvard 
biologist Richard Lewontin when he 
remarked that if the only survivors of a 
nuclear holocaust were a small tribe deep 
in the mountains of New Guinea, almost 
all the genetic variations now displayed 
among the world’s 4 billion people would 
be preserved.

Even if this were not so, the idea that 
Black people have somehow become in
ferior through “reproductive isolation” 
is historical nonsense. The current U.S. 
Black population of around 30 million is 
larger than that of most European coun
tries today, larger than the population of 
England at the turn of the century, and 
about the same as the total population of 
Europe around 2000 years ago (Europe’s 
population sank considerably a few cen
turies later). Besides, using the statistical 
methods of the eminent University of 
Chicago scientists, the white population 
of the world is today very “reproductive
ly isolated.” Within the U.S., contrast to 
whites who came to the U.S. as settlers 
and tended to remain in light-knit com
munities, millions of Black people were 
forcibly brought to the U.S. from all over 
Africa, forced to intermarry with total 
disregard to their own wishes and origins, 
repeatedly raped by slave-owners and 
have migrated in various waves 
throughout the’country. (And yes, dear 
bourgeoisie, despite your best efforts, 
Black and white people do intermarry!) If 
one is looking for a real model of the 
bogus idea of "reproductive isolation” 
you would start with the notoriously 
feeble-minded, intermarrying royal 
families of Europe and move on to the 
imperialist bourgeoisie of the U.S. which 
is rather notorious for its class-conscious 
marriage habits.

Peas and Brains
Also subtly lurking here is the common 

(and commonly promoted) myth that in
telligence or mental ability is some single 
identifiable hereditary trait which those 
who do their homework, sit up straight in 
their seat and don’t talk in class have, and 
which those who rebel are deplorably 
lacking in. Modern genetics has also 
blown this away as reflected in its under
standing of polygenic inheritance—that

a
The Soviet Union, that self-proclaimed 

“natural ally of the oppressed” which 
loves to heap its “aid” on liberation 
struggles, has sent nerve gas to Eritrea.

On Feb. 15, Ethiopian armed forces 
attacked liberated areas in Eritrea, open- ’ 
ing up with mortar shells fitted with 
chemical gas warheads, including 
nerve gas, near Tirukruk, a- mostly 
liberated zone near the Sudanese border. 
This is how the Soviet-backed military 
junta of Col. Mengistu marked the begin
ning of its sixth offensive against the 
Eritrean People’s Liberation Front, the 
sixth “final offensive” since 1978. Men- 
gistu’s forces included 90,000 Ethiopian 
troops, themselves mostly rounded up to 
fight at gunpoint, joined by South 
Yemeni soldiers manning tanks and ar
tillery batteries and at least 100 Soviet

bourgeoisie’s favorite subjects, the “ac
tual differences” between men and 
women. One reason for this is the fact 
that the tests showed almost no difference 
between men and women, with women in 
fact scoring higher in the 18-19-year-old 
grouping. Given such disappointing 
results for the bourgeoisie’s point of 
view, we must turn again to the Executive 
Summary for a deeper explanation, 
where we are not to be disappointed. 
While their composite scores are the 
same, Dr. Bock explains, men do much 
better in those areas requiring visualiza
tion of spacial relations, quantitative 
concepts and technical tasks, while 
women have a “rather marked advan
tage... in the fluent production tasks, 
which are so much a part of clerical work 
as business machine operation and word 
processing, (which) makes it easier to un
derstand why women largely displace 
men in these fields.” Or, to put it in sim
ple layman's language, meh are better at 
thinking and women are better at menial 
repetitive operations like sewing, filing 
correspondence, and operating small 
punch presses, so they just drive men out 
of these jobs through their superior abili
ty. Isn’t bourgeois science wonderful?

Yet when we look into the actual 
statistical tables of the official report, we 
find that while men far outrank women in 
acquired knowledge in the field of auto 
and shop information for electronics, the 
women actually ranked first in paragraph 
comprehension and numerical operation, 
had equal knowledge of vocabulary, and 
came close to men in general science and 
arithmetic reasoning.

Historically, this is not the first time 
the military has produced 
“psychometric” studies which were 
wielded as major weapons by the ruling 
class. The book The Mismeasure of Man 
exposes the classic example of the army 
intelligence test administered to all U.S. 
soldiers in World War 1 by R. M. Yerkes, 
a pioneer in the IQ testing fraud. This 
first great testing of a “representative 
sampling” by the military supposedly 
measured the inherent ability of those 
tested with questions such as “Christy 
Mathewson is famous as a: writer, artist, 
baseball player, comedian,” or "The 
number of a Kaffir’s legs is: two, four, 
six, eight.” (“Kaffir” is a British/South 
African colonialist version of the word 
“nigger.”) In addition to promoting the 
false concept that creative and rational 
capabilities of humans can be reduced to 
a single numerical quantity, the U.S. Ar
my’s “scientific, unbiased” test predic
tably “proved” that the most intelligent . 
Americans were whites from Northern 
Europe, that they were trailed by the 
darker-skinned southern Europeans, and 
that Blacks came out on the bottom of the 
Yerkes intelligence scale. At first the 
bourgeoisie was a little distraught over 
Yerkes’ findings that the mental age of 
the average American was 13, but they 
quickly gained their composure and used 
the Yerkes study brutally as the basis for 
the immigration quota system imposed 
by the U.S. after World War 1, virtually 
cutting off immigration to the U.S. for all 
but British, Germans and Scandinavians.

Given such an approach to Black peo- ed hv rh~! “^netic incapability" expos- 
ple in the Pentagon’s venture into svernm^ •” 'hat Of lhe lmP«riallsl 
psychometrics, one might be curious as to iusfifvins?andTV%*llhouI Promolin«’
why so little was said about one of the ’ !VS'lfy'n«/.nd8l°r'fy'n8 national oppres- 

ui me Sion—and just plain stupidity. 
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reformism and In beginning serious and 
all around preparation for proletarian 
revolution.

Q: In “Conquer the World... ” you summed up the 
campaigns around the 100,000 Revolutionary Workers 
and May Day and the relationship between quantity 
and quality in that. Overall, you said, quality was key 
and May Day really made some qualitative leaps but in 
terms of the quantity we didn’t achieve what we wanted 
to. Certainly there will be people around who say that, 
now he says that quantity wasn’t really that important 
so therefore the next time when it comes up that we put 
forward certain goals all we’ve got to do is reach a cer
tain qualitative level and everything’s fine. And 1 think 
what you have been saying here is that in terms of the 
development of the party, with quality being the key 
link, at a certain point quantity is going to act on the 
quality. You’re saying that if we look at it at this time 
there’s a certain leap that has to be made. As you put it 
in the ’79 CC Report, there’s a certain chasm that we 
have to get across here. Maybe you can focus a little 
more on that and whether that’s actually the way you 
see it.

BA: Well to start with the last part first for a second: 
I'm not trying to present it like an immediate chasm in 
the sense that unless we make a certain advance, a cer
tain leap right now, we’re going to start going 
backwards or we're going to suffer a tremendous set
back. That’s not the way I see it. And another dimen
sion to that is I don’t think what’s called for is some sort 
of intense campaign of building our party or recruiting 
into the party. 1 think we need to sum up more deeply 
the efforts that were made in the past, including the ad
vances we could have made beyond what was done in ef
forts like the Mao Tsetung Enrollment into the party; 
but I also think we need to see things in a little bit dif

ferent light, especially at this point. What I am trying to 
stress is precisely the need to give more emphasis to this 
in an ongoing way, rather than like some emergency, in
tense effort or blast over a short period of time to try to 
make some leap. I think we need to make leaps, yes, but 
more we need to give increasing emphasis to this in an 
ongoing way.

To go back to what you said in the beginning of this 
question, I didn’t say and I don’t think that it’s the case 
that quantity didn’t matter or was unimportant in the 
question of May Day or in the question of the/? IK As I 
pointed out in relation to summing up May Day 1980, 
there is a dialectic between quantity and quality, and if 
the quantity had been such around May Day that 
basically there were no advanced forces, beyond let’s 
say a few hundred or something, who had responded to 
the call for May Day 1980 by taking to the streets, then 
that would obviously have influenced the quality. If 
that had been so, then you could not say that there was 
the kind of leap that there was. What I pointed out then 
and what I still believe is that even though the quantity 
fell short of what we called for (and what was possible) 
it was not such a low quantity that it turned the quality 
into its opposite—that is, making the demonstrations a 
setback rather than an advance. If that small a number 
had come out, it would have represented a setback, no 
matter if there were some good things that happened 
secondarily within it.

The same thing with the RW; we’ve had to con
solidate on a lower level than the 100,000 we called for, 
but we have succeeded in making the paper, the line on 
central task and the revolutionary communist/prole
tarian internationalist trend the paper represents, a real 
trend in a qualitatively greater way, but also in a quan
titatively greater way than before. That trend, as given 
concentrated expression in the newspaper, now has 
quantitatively greater impact, if you will, and also 
qualitatively greater impact. If it didn't make a certain 
level of quantitative advance in terms of impact, it 
could not make a qualitative advance and we would 
have failed. So you could say on the one hand we did 
fail quantitatively to reach and consolidate on the 
100,000 level; we had to consolidate lower than that. 
But on the other hand, the advances that were made in 
terms of the quantitative impact were such that when 
you take the thing as a whole, including the quantitative 
advances, we say that there was a qualitative leap there. 
That’s the only correct conclusion. It’s not that the 
quantity is unimportant or doesn’t figure in, or as long 
as we do a few good things, as long as there’s a few in
spiring examples of things and as long as the line in the 
newspaper is correct, then it doesn’t matter if we try to 
expand regular distribution to 100,000 and end up with 
a thousand, let's say, which is like only having hundreds 
on May Day, that’s a very extreme example. Obviously 
we have consolidated on a higher level than a thousand. 
But, it’s not like you could just say the quantity ab
solutely doesn’t matter—that's not the correct method 
and that’s not what 1 am saying.

The question of the party is a little different than May 
Day 1980 or than the particular campaign around the 
100,000. I think building the party is similar to what we 
have to do now at this point around the newspaper, 
which is to build from what we have achieved and con
solidated up to this point, and through the course of our 
work and through the development of things over the 
period ahead, to advance from that level forward, in
cluding making leaps at crucial points in an ongoing 
way by deepening our grasp of the correct line and our 
application of it. But in particular what I am singling 
out here, because 1 think it’s been given too little em
phasis, is the question of building the party, including 
building it quantitatively, recruiting new members into 
the party while taking quality, that is, line, as the key 
link and the principal aspect of that overall. Just as with 
the newspaper, that has to be an ongoing struggle which 
has to be given increasing attention and effort.

by petty bourgeois tendencies, bourgeois democratic 
tendencies and so on, still there was a revolutionary 
kernel and thrust and a revolutionary current that was 
very powerful. Why was that? Why did that become so 
powerful?

Of course in the most fundamental and important 
sense, it was what was happening in the world as a 
whole, in particular the struggle of the Vietnamese peo
ple and the Cultural Revolution in China, which shaped 
and influenced what was happening in the U.S. in
cluding among the forces that were active in the 
political movements of the time. But within that, as a 
subordinate part of that, looking at the U.S. itself, in 
terms of social forces it was the tremendous upsurge 
and uprising and the revolutionary sentiments and even 
the revolutionary organization among the Black people 
that pushed that movement as far as it went and gave as 
much of the revolutionary thrust and gave as much 
strength to the revolutionary current as it had.

You can see that by the way the bourgeoisie sums it 
up. The bourgeoisie in the way it tries to sum up the ’60s 
will always try to downplay or even sometimes outright 
eliminate that role of the Black masses. To a large 
degree, of course, they will do that with the interna
tional dimension (or else distort it and pervert it), and 
they will also do the same thing to a very large degree 
with the whole thrust of the Black people’s struggle. For 
example in that movie “The Big Fix” it was glaringly 
missing because if they had brought in the whole ele
ment of the uprising of the Black masses how could they 
put over the line that what happened to the movement 
of the ’60s was that it was made up of a bunch of spoiled 
rich brats with a banquet in front of them who finally 
got tired of saying “no” when there were all these 
goodies to be had. That line would look even more 
outrageous if you tried to bring in the whole role of 
Black people at the time and then said “and the pro
blem with them was they had all these goodies available 
and they got tired of being spoiled rich kids saying 
no—and decided to get all the goodies. ’' Now there is a 
section, and we’ll talk about this more later, of the 
Black petty bourgeoisie and bourgeoisie that did reap 
some benefits from the struggle of that time. That’s 
contradictory too, there is truth to that. But, never
theless, taking the Black people in the main aspect, 
that’s not what was going on the ’60s. Looking in terms 
of the U.S. itself, that is the key element that gave that 
revolutionary thrust and gave as much strength to the 
revolutionary current as there was.

Now there is a lesson there. It isn’t just because those 
who were rising up were oppressed (although that’s very 
important) but this is also related to and was 
strengthened by the actual class position of the Black 
masses, their position as crucial elements among the 
least privileged and least bourgeoisified sections of the 
proletariat in the U.S., the real proletariat. Not that the 
proletariat and the strongest social base for a revolu
tionary line in the U.S. is all, or even in its majority, 
Black, but certainly there are millions of Black people 
whose position in society is proletarian. And that, and 
the way that material class position influenced their 
struggle, in interpenetration with the national con
tradiction, their oppression as a people and their 
resistance to that oppression—it was all that that gave 
the revolutionary current the thrust and strength it had 
at the time.

Thegeneral principlethat 1’vejust been talking about 
is also going to be true in relation to the party itself, in 
relation to the most advanced and the most concen
trated revolutionary expression that develops within the 
society, that is, the vanguard party. Without getting 
narrow or mechanical about it, in an overall sense it’s 
going to be true that the rallying of the strongest social 
base for the revolutionary line, not only around and in 
support of our party but into the party, is also going to 
draw and influence other strata and forces in society 
toward more support for the party and toward making 
the leap to joining the party itself.

More Thoughts on 
Party Building
Continued from page 3 
inTno^iv?^,0 t1,e f°re is Whe,her tha> is •» 
in a positive or a negative direction.

I’ve ^w,uTh 8UJ( UP lhere is saying everything that 
I ve always wanted to say all my life.” Now, I don’t 
no fhL‘^‘ SPCeCh WaS a lailist sPeech' Thc Point was 
no >hat 1 was saying everything, just in a little bit better 
style or with a little bit clearer formulation, that he had 
always been trymg to say all his life. He saw his own in
terests reflected but raised to a higher level„which is the 
role of the vanguard, and, because they had been 
presented in that way, he saw them in light of the strug
gle of the whole international proletariat. But in that 
light, in that broad sense, he saw his own interests and 
his own felt aspirations concentrated and raised to a 
higher level. That’s the kind of thing I’m talking about. 
People like that have to be brought forward and not on
ly developed in a qualitatively greater way as the base of 
support for our party, but have to be brought into the 
party and they have to struggle and work and contribute 
to yevolution in that arena. In the period ahead this is 
going to sharply pose itself. Either positively or 
negatively in its principal aspect this is going to react 
back upon the line of the party. It isn’t a quantitative 
question there either. It isn’t a question of numerically 
where you have more members drawn from at any given 
point. But it is a question of motion and development. 
Over a long period of time if there is not motion and 
development—through ebbs and flows and twists and 
turns—but development towards increasingly building 
a base of support for the party among that social base 
and bringing that social base into the party, then that 
will tend to react back on the line itself. A line that 
represents the interests of the international proletariat 
should find its strongest base of support in the U.S. 
among that section of the masses whose social position 
is truly proletarian. Without motion and development 
in that direction, without lhat base of support, it is go
ing to be very difficult to maintain and deepen a pro
letarian internationalist, revolutionary communist line 
over a period of time.

So that’s another aspect of the problem that needs to 
be grasped. And not just the party leadership, or even 
membership, needs to grasp it. Even beyond that it 
should be put out broadly to the masses from all the dif
ferent strata who are being drawn towards the party, 
but specifically it should be put forward as a question to 
be taken up and struggled over among that social base 
itself. They have to see this as a part of their respon
sibility and as a challenge to them; this has to be seen in 
the fullest sense, not narrowly or as a gimmick. We are 
not tailing; we are not offering some kind of first class 
and second class citizenship—inverting bourgeois 
society in the sense that if you come from the least 
privileged proletarian strata you have more privilege, or 
a higher status in the party. Line is principal; in a fun
damental sense there is only one kind of party member 
regardless of what strata they are drawn from. That was 
Lenin’s point in What Is To Be Done?. In particular he 
was talking about the parly's backbone clement being 
professional revolutionaries regardless of whether they 
are drawn from among the workers or the intellectuals. 
Thai’s a basic principle in opposition to economism and 
tailism. And it’s true. If you take any given individual 
or you take the individuals in the party as a whole, the 
important question is not where they come from, in 
terms of their social status or origin, but their grasp and 
application of the line as part of the party as a whole. 
But at the same time, viewing it more broadly in terms 
of where the work of our party needs to be concentrated 
and where its social base has to be mainly built and 
where over a period of time it has to make the most im
portant efforts, and where it’s crucial to make leaps in 
building the party itself, it is among that social base.

Social Base for the ’60s Revolutionary Thrust
In terms of material forces overall in society, the step

ping forward of the proletarian social base for revolu
tion around that proletarian revolutionary interna
tionalist line has a tremendous influence in bringing 
forward the other strata and class forces that can be 
allies of the proletariat and can be won to the revolu
tionary banner. Now it’s also true, and a very important

let’s take an example in the movement of the 60s to get 
a' what 1 mean. What is it that pushed that movement as 
far as it went? What gave it such a revolutionary cur
rent’There was a significant revolutionary current a 
revolutionary thrust, within that movement. Even, tf the 
majority of the people who were activists tn the 60s

'take T^ev^y

whatever
toarianXs character to it and was largely influenced
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From the New Programme of the RCP, USA

Unleash the Fury of Women as 
a Mighty Force for Revolution

The dominant social relations in this society struggled with to equally share the burden, but the pro- 
perfectly mirror the economic relations—exploitative. letariat will work step by step to establish and involve 
Not only is there the general oppression of women, but men and women alike in various institutions like collec- 
even the working class man, infected with the dominant tive laundries, kitchens and child care centers which will 
bourgeois ideology and frustrated with his role in promote the gradual socialization of the task of raising 
capitalist society, often plays the role of the bourgeois children.
in relation to his wife and children. As far as the policy toward the family, it will be

recognized for what it is: not some holy or sacred in-
Un ("zv r- nil limo Rllt nn tklA dthpr

hand an institution, that even under socialism, general
ly corresponds to the level of society, because of the fact 
that for some time there will still be remnants of 
capitalism including the need for commodity exchange, 
wages, etc., and for obtaining the bulk of necessities 
and many social services through this means. For this 
reason, the family will still play an important role in 
raising children. But not only will the family be a secon
dary form—even more so than under capitalism—for 
determining their upbringing, but its influence in pro
moting conservatism among its members, especially the 
women and children, will be actively combatted. Their 
attention and energy will be focused on the broader 
questions and movements in society.

The right of divorce will be upheld—not to pro
mote divorce, for in fact divorce will become less com
mon than under capitalism—but to strengthen the free 
and voluntary character of marriage relations and rela
tions between men and women in general. While the 
parents will still have significant responsibility for their 
children, this does not mean they are “theirs” and there 
will be struggle to prevent parents from imposing old 
values, and conservative, non-revolutionary thinking 
generally on the children.

The struggle around the woman question will not 
be confined to any one sphere, but will go on 
throughout all of society. Revolution is impossible 
without the constant breaking with old ideas and old in
stitutions, and the practices and values which promote 
the oppression of women are a key prop of the old; they 
must be a key target of the proletariat in destroying the 
old and creating the new. In any sphere, from employ
ment to literature and art, this question will be raised 
and will be the source of ongoing struggle in order to en
sure the full participation of women in the socialist 
society and the ongoing proletarian revolution and 
thereby immensely strengthen that revolution.

International Women’s Day 
Poster Dedicated to 
Comrade Chiang Ching
This vibrant colorful poster produced last year tot inter 
national Women's Dav is stm available and still very 
relevant for international Women s Day 1982
Throughout the storms ot the Cultural Revolution ana 
the subsequent reactionary coup d'etat. Comrade 
Chiang Ching has provided revolutionary proletarian 
leadership and inspiration to millions worldwide
The foreground photo of Chiang Ctnng was taken as

revisionists sentenced her to death The 
scene is from the revolutionary Pexing Q 
tachment ot Women' in which Wu Chinj 
escaped bondsmaid who pihed the Rer 
her comrades battle the Kuomintang r» 
troops head on m a mountain pass This i 
the most welt-known ot ttie model works 
during the Cultural Revotufon under the 
Chiang Ching I
All those who want Io distribute this poster in various |
ways arid through various channels can contact the
RCP tn the toBuwmg cities Atlanta Boston. Chicago I
Detroit I os Angele, New vork San Francisco. Seattle, I

dresses sen 
PO Box 348
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even the working class man, infected with the dominant tive laundries, kitchens and child care centers which will 
bourgeois ideology and frustrated with his role in ' . ---- «r
capitalist society, often plays the role of the bourgeois 
in relation to his wife and children.

The proletarian revolution will change all that, ___D___  .
through a prolonged process of struggle involving both stitution to be preserved for all time, but on the other
men and women and including the children. '----- 1 — ;— •<—---- ——„:.,i:™ nanarzt.

Politically the proletariat will seek to unleash the 
fury of women as a mighty force for revolution. The 
seizure of power by the proletariat will require this and, 
as Lenin put it, a measure of the thoroughness (and thus 
success) of any revolution is the degree to which it 
mobilizes and emancipates women. Showing his 
awestruck terror at the powerful role of women in the 
historic Paris Commune of 1871, the first proletarian 
revolution, a bourgeois commentator of the time ex
claimed, “If the French nation were a nation of women, 
what a terrible nation it would be.” This, the proletariat 
certainly cannot fail to grasp much more deeply than 
any bourgeois—and to act upon in a way the bourgeoi
sie never can or would.

Upon coming to power, the proletariat will carry 
forward the struggle to break the chains which hold 
back women from a full role in society, and thereby 
hold back the proletariat itself from completely 
transforming society. There will be an immediate ban 
on discrimination of any kind, including against 
women, in work and pay as well as every other sphere in 
society, and at the same time special measures will be 
taken that take into account the particular pro
blems—such as pregnancy—that affect working 
women. Birth control will be encouraged, thus combat
ting the tendency for unwanted pregnancy to force 
women who are struggling to break out of the confines 
of the home back into it. Attention will be paid to 
developing other methods of birth control in place of 
present ones which endanger women. The right to abor
tion will be guaranteed, and the capitalist policy of forc
ed sterilization, directed against poor women and par
ticularly women of the oppressed nationalities, will be 
stopped.

In order to further free the women from the nar
row confines of household work, men must not only be


